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ABSTRACT 
The term 'sustainable landscape' is a derivative of the phrase 'sustainable development' 
which was coined by the World Commission on Environment and Development (the 
Brundtland Commission) in 1987. Both terms are however rather ambiguous as 
'sustainability' has come to mean different things to different interest groups. A general 
world trend in policy making indicates a move towards sustainability to sustain the 
protection of the planet and the survival of the human race. Within New Zealand local 
authorities have the responsibility to manage natural and physical resources under the guise 
of the Resource Management Act. Despite various initiatives by government bodies there 
remains an uncertainty as to the spatial implications of such policy objectives. 
Literature on sustainable landscapes and the applications oflandscape ecology theory to 
landscape planning provides a useful framework for the general principles of more 
sustainable landscape development, however the lack of critique on the spatial implications 
of such principles makes it difficult to apply this rather broad reaching theory in practical 
terms. 
A multiple case study provides a useful methodology to extract a common set of key 
spatial attributes of exemplary sustainable neighbourhood developments. The spatial 
attributes are incorporated into a GIS analysis using the theoretical framework as an 
overriding regulatory principle for sustainable development. GIS is shown to be effective 
as a tool in the planning of sustainable neighbourhood developments and also to a lesser 
degree shows applications at the site design level. 
Key words: Landscape, Sustainable landscape, sustainable development, Geographic 
Information systems, GIS, sustainable neighbourhood development. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Sustainable landscapes 
The term 'sustainability' and its derivative 'sustainable development' have come to mean 
different things to different interest groups. The phrase 'sustainable development' was 
coined by the World Commission on Environment and Development (the "Bruntland 
Commission) in 1987. The Commission defined "sustainable development" as material 
improvement to meet the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs. Appling this definition to sustainable 
landscapes the above principle becomes "A sustainable environment is an area in which, 
ecological integrity and basic human needs are concurrently maintained over generations. 
Sustainability therefore is the condition where this is achieved or maintained" (Forman 
1995, p.484). Yet this definition is still rather vague to be truly useful as a guide for 
landscape planning and design. Many questions remain such as, "How does a sustainable 
landscape differ spatially compared to traditional development practises" and "How must 
current land development practises change or adapt to become consistent with sustainable 
landscape principles" 
1.2 Research goal 
The goal of this research is to define a workable framework for the planning and design of 
sustainable landscapes in New Zealand. Specific focus is on attaining a set of key spatial 
characteristics of sustainable landscapes that can be incorporated into a geographical 
information system (GIS) analysis. 
1.3 Research objectives 
1. Review the theoretical concepts and principles of sustainable landscape planning 
and design. 
2. Define a set of core attributes of sustainable landscapes that exhibit spatial 
characteristics suitable for the inclusion into a GIS site planning analysis. 
3. Examine and evaluate the application of a GIS analysis for sustainable landscapes 
at the planning and design levels. 
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4. Use the results of the evaluation to inform students and the landscape architecture 
profession of the advantages and disadvantages of the application of GIS for this 
purpose. 
1 .4 Methodology 
A multiple case study was seen as a suitable method to identify and extract tangible 
ecological, social and cultural characteristics from existing exemplary sustainable designed 
communities. Three case studies were selected from around the world and two from within 
New Zealand. The projects vary in context and include small-scale (subdivision) 
Greenfield urban fringe development, central urban Brownfield development, suburban 
Marae development and semi-rural, large-scale town development. This wide range of 
development projects enables a triangulation of findings to more accurately define 
characteristics most prevalent in sustainable designed community landscapes. 
The majority of the data for the GIS analysis was obtained from existing datasets from 
Lincoln University, Landcare Research, Environment Canterbury and Christchurch City 
Council. Additional digital data was created by digiti sing off 1:50000 scale Topomap 
shapefiles and an Aerial photograph obtained from the Topomap database available on-line 
at Lincoln University. 
1.5 Dissertation structure 
This dissertation will firstly examine the concept of sustainability as a means of providing 
the context for sustainable land development within New Zealand. A review of literature 
on sustainable landscapes by key commentators provides a theoretical framework for the 
planning and design of sustainable landscapes in New Zealand. Secondly, a multiple case-
study analysis provides a means of defining a set of tangible, core characteristics from 
which spatial attributes can be derived for the purposes of inclusion into a GIS analysis. 
Thirdly, two GIS test case studies are used to evaluate the application of a GIS as a tool for 
the planning and design of sustainable land development in Christchurch. Finally a 
summary of results will highlight the advantages and disadvantages of GIS as a tool for 
landscape planning and design applications. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Literature Review 
In this chapter I will examine the emerging vision and practise of sustainable development 
in New Zealand. I will begin by evaluating the 'clean, green' New Zealand image, 
commenting on current environmental concerns and traditional land development practise 
within New Zealand. The concept of sustainability at a range of disciplines shall be 
examined to provide an indication that there is a general shift towards environmental and 
social considerations as part of a long-term visioning for societies world-wide. An 
evaluation of environmental policy at the National level illustrates the move towards 
enabling the vision of 'sustainability within New Zealand. Yet there is uncertainty as to the 
spatial implications of such policy objectives. 
Key principles of sustainable landscapes, along with various New Zealand examples, 
provide not only a guiding framework but tangible examples for realising the vision of 
sustainable development in New Zealand. 
2.1 Challenging our World View 
"New Zealand is a country of rare seismic beauty: glacial mountains, fast-flowing rivers, 
deep, clear lakes, hissing geysers and boiling mud. There are also abundant forest 
reserves, long, deserted beaches and a variety of fauna, such as the Kiwi, endemic to its 
shores. You can swim with dolphins, gambol with newborn lambs, whale watch or fish for 
fattened Trout in the many streams. The people, bound in a culture that melds European 
with Maori ancestry, are resourceful, helpful and overwhelmingly friendly" . (Lonely 
Planet, 2002) 
Fig 2.1 Typical images that sell New Zealand as clean and green (Lonely Planet, 2002) 
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The above quotation and accompanying images in figure 2.1 portray an idealised image of 
New Zealand, which is often capitalised by Government and private sector in many 
marketing strategies aimed at enticing foreign investment. New Zealand's clean image 
does in fact have a value and the Nation's environmental image is a substantial driver of 
the value New Zealand can derive for goods and services in the international market place. 
A recent study conducted for the Ministry for the Environment suggested that this image is 
worth hundreds of millions, and possibly billions of dollars from combined earnings of the 
dairy, tourism, organic produce and meat industries. (Thornton et aI, 2001, p.iii) 
If we, as New Zealanders, are to hold our heads up high to the 'clean green' New Zealand 
image we must first begin to learn to respect and take responsibility for our home 
environments. New Zealand, like many other countries around the world, is facing the very 
real effects of pollution and environmental change. For example, it is increasingly common 
near areas of high urban population to find beaches that were once safe to swim in and 
collect shellfish from, polluted due to the discharge of sewage or industry waste. As stated 
by Memon and Perkins, "Nevertheless, recent opinion polls conducted in New Zealand 
indicate that while environmental issues are perceived as important, they are accorded a 
lower priority by the public compared to economic issues. Moreover, public perceptions of 
environmental concerns tend to focus on the protection of nature to the detriment of social 
and urban concerns. New Zealanders political ambivalence towards the environment is 
reflected in the myth of a 'clean green' image". (Memon and Perkins 2000, p.13) 
There is some justification for this general, publicly held view. When compared to many 
other countries in the developed world, New Zealand cities have largely escaped the brunt 
of the excesses of environmental degradation. Excesses such as "dilapidated inner cities 
and urban obsolesce, famines and acute poverty, acid rain and severe atmospheric and 
water pollution" (abid). Yet there are many environmental indicators emerging that suggest 
that our sense of security is false and that such excesses of environmental degradation are 
only a matter of time. Environmental indicators such as increased air pollution in many 
urban centres, deforestation and soil erosion, decline in biological diversity, agricultural 
pollution caused by heavy metal accumulation in pastures and orchards, declining quality 
of many of the remaining land and fresh water habitats. (Ministry for the Environment, 
1997) 
4 
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The state of New Zealand’s Environment report 1997 conducted by the Ministry for the 
Environment suggests reasons for the current state of New Zealand’s environment: “The 
fundamental source of most of these problems is the dramatic ecological change that 
occurred when a land of forests and shade was turned into a land of open pastures and 
towns. This big change reduced, fragmented and destabilised ancient ecosystems, altered 
water tables and run-off patterns, accelerated erosion in some areas, and set the scene for a 
raft of human activities that have sometimes led to air pollution, soil contamination and an 
influx of exotic pests and weeds”. (abid) Most of the current major environmental 
problems are therefore the result of either past or current cultural practise in the landscape, 
which are continuing to take their toll on the environment (e.g. flooding, habitat and 
species decline, and contamination of sites). The main point to consider is that the roots of 
many environmental problems are cultural rather than biophysical (Fig 2.2).   
 
Fig 2.2 Smog cover in Christchurch on a still winters day (Standards New Zealand, 
2001) 
 
2. 2 The evolution of Land development in New Zealand  
Land development in New Zealand is very much a market-driven activity based on the 
traditional engineering and planning standards that have been practised and proven in the 
past. The underlying disciplines that have shaped the cities and other land development 
have little to do with the natural sciences or ecological values. Traditionally, expressions of 
political power, economic objectives, transport networks and the surveyor’s grid as a 
means of dividing up the land with equity in mind, have taken top priority in the planning 
and design of land development in most western developed countries. 
Fig 2.3 Christchurch central City showing grid pattern 1947 (J, P Morrison, 1948) 
Christchurch City is a prime example of a City shaped by cultural conventions of the time. 
The Canterbury plains, once a landscape predominantly covered with vast areas of 
wetlands, patches of native vegetation and shingle beds and supporting a regional Maori 
population has been dramatically altered by the impact of a settler community. Extensive 
deforestation, draining of land, and the imposition of the Cartesian grid for city planning, 
town development (see Fig 2.3) and agricultural practise by European settlers 
approximately 150 years ago has had dramatic effects in a relatively short timeframe. Land 
was seen as a commodity, a means of forging a living from, and a chance for a new 
beginning for most settlers. Land was cleared of native vegetation and extensively drained 
for the purposes of crop cultivation or conversion to pasture for agriculture (Fig 2.4). 
Fig 2.4 Canterbury plains, 
a landscape of highly 
regular agricultural fields, 
shelter belts and low 
ecological diversity. 
(The Canterbury pages, 
2002) 
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Colonising settlers had progress in mind when establishing a new life for themselves and a 
definite set of values and philosophies associated with the land that embodied their chance 
for a new beginning. These values have transcended generations and persist today as seen 
by most New Zealanders pursuit of the dream to own their own house and plot ofland. As 
stated by Standards New Zealand "Responding to the kiwi dream of the quarter acre 
section our homes, suburbs, towns and cities evolved and continue to grow together with 
the infrastructure we all rely on today. Our roading networks, wastewater collection and 
treatment systems, storm water disposal systems, landfills, power supplies, water treatment 
systems evolved accordingly. They are as much ingrained in our culture as our common 
belief that New Zealand is clean and green"(Standards New Zealand, 2001) 
The traditions of land development and subdivision in New Zealand are so ingrained in our 
culture to such an extent that they are seldom questioned. Yet our past dreams for future 
New Zealand society, undoubtedly, did not anticipate the environmental and social 
challenges we face today. As stated by Standards New Zealand "At home in our isolated 
box-type house behind a 1.8 metre fence we know little more about our neighbours than 
the sound of their washing machine in the mornings. We wonder why we are faced with 
water restrictions as we flush litres of high-quality water down the toilet. And every 
weekend when we mow the lawns, we hear another three neighbours mowing away in the 
street. During the week we drive along our roads to drop our children off to school, the 
route, which is within biking distance, but to busy for our children to cycle along. We carry 
on to commute another 30 minutes to our workplace in the centre of town. What we have 
come to realise is that what we have inherited from our past is subdivision and land 
development done as ifpeople and the environment didn't matter"(abid)(Fig 2.5) 
Fig 2.5 Sprawling single-family 
developments, while giving each 
family its own house and garden, 
are homogeneous with 
standardisation of building type 
and lot size (National geographic, 
2002) 
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Traditional subdivision development, as shown in Fig 2.5 usually has no common areas or 
a high quality public realm to promote social contact. Furthermore they typically lack local 
services, for example shops and! or markets within walking distance. This form of 
settlement requires high resource use (energy, water, waste), and land area per unit 
converted from former agricultural or natural function. The volume of transport per 
dwelling is substantial because of the distance to workplaces and other urban facilities. 
2.3 Concepts of Sustainability 
There is a common usage of 'sustainability' in many disciplines, including agriculture, 
forestry, fisheries, sociology, ecology and also economics (Forman 1995, p.48l). Each 
discipline defines its own criteria for sustainability. However, historically these criteria 
have had an economic focus, particularly in the cases of agriculture, forestry and fisheries 
where ultimately market forces are the primary drivers of the industry. In fisheries, 
sustainability has typically focused on sustained yield referring to maintaining production 
over time by attempting to prevent over-fishing. Similarly in forestry, sustained yield has 
referred to maintaining production by preventing over-cutting. 
Richard Forman examined several views of agricultural sustainability that ranged from 
maintaining maximum yield through to an inclusion of maintaining soil, water, plant and 
animal resources on a whole farm (Forman 1995, p.481). However, the most recent 
development in agricultural sustainable management comes under the heading 'precision 
agriculture', where profitability or net gain is increased by decreasing expensive inputs of 
fertiliser, pesticides, machinery etc. Technology such as global positioning systems (GPS), 
specialised electronic measuring equipment, and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
have aided in on-site data collection, data storage and spatial analysis, which make more 
efficient management practices within the environment achievable. Technology need not 
be seen as the enemy in the pursuit of sustainability as in this instance, and can in fact help 
in creating useful feedback lo,ops that can facilitate more economic and environmentally 
sustainable agricultural practises. 
These multi-disciplinary definitions and applications of 'sustainability' show a tendency 
towards a recognition and awareness of the life-giving and supportive capacity of the 
environment. The key message with the above definitions is that there is a limit to what 
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nature can sustain and industry has to account for those limits to ensure its own long-term 
sustainability. 
A discipline that has a major influence on many industries by providing the overall 
operative and political framework for business operations is Economics. Traditionally 
"maintaining a healthy economic growth rate is the common objective in economics, 
where 'market forces' determine the value of resources, and channel assets to the 
economically-efficient segments of society. Corrective mechanisms, usually involving 
government, take care of market failures, hidden costs, scarce resources, and non-
economic resources. In this manner it is considered that society grows its way to 
sustainability and prosperity" (Forman 1995, p.482). An emerging and contrasting view in 
economics is that of 'steady state economics' (Daly, 1996), which recognise that, all 
production ultimately depends on the raw materials of ecosystems, plus the energy 
transfers to make the materials useful. " Therefore limiting the impacts on ecological 
systems and the energy flows are central economic considerations. Therefore the 
Government's role is limiting the negative impacts and sustainability, rather than growth is 
the goal"(Forman 1995, p.483). 
2.4 Shifts in Focus at Policy level 
There is evidence to suggest a changing world-view from many Government's to 
incorporate the concept of sustainability with significant shifts in International, National 
and local Government policy. Such initiatives encompass the concept of sustainability 
proposed by the Bruntland Report 1987, (World commission on Environment and 
Development) that went beyond individual disciplines to become the most widely used 
concept. "A sustainable condition for this planet is one in which there is stability for both 
social and physical systems, achieved through meeting the needs of the present generations 
without compromising the ability offuture generations to meet their own needs"(Gro 
Harlem Brundtland and others, 1987) 
At a National level, in 1991 New Zealand became the first country in the world to sanction 
sustainability with the introduction of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) as the 
Nation's principle environmental legislation. The Resource Management Act has a single 
objective to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources. 
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A year later, in 1992, the leaders of the Worlds Nations met at the Earth Summit in Rio to 
set out an ambitious agenda to address the environment, economic and social challenges 
facing the international community. The major outcome of this conference was a document 
known as Agenda 21 "Agenda for the 21st Century". Governments of World Nations were 
encouraged to make commitments towards sustainable development at National and Local 
Government policy levels and to make concrete steps towards achieving it. 
Five years later, in 1997, a follow up conference, Earth summit II, was held in New York 
with a primary purpose to review progress of implementation of commitments made at the 
first Earth Summit. At that conference the New Zealand Minister for the Environment, 
made the following statement. "Rio principle #10 endorses the need to do things at the 
right level. It is New Zealand's contention that the future of sustainable development rests 
largely in local and national hands. Commitment to an eco-revolution will be bottom-up, if 
at all. This points to the responsibilities of governments to act and enforce good 
environmental legislation at home." (Mr. Simon Upton, New Zealand Minister for the 
Environment, June 24 1997, Earth Summit II). A clear signal from Government that 
emphasises action at a Regional and District level to achieve National sustainability. 
More recent initiatives within New Zealand have seen various Regional bodies and District 
Councils attempting to integrate new policies and practises to foster the philosophy of 
sustainability and answer the call of the RMA. For example, many Regional Council's 
have published Regional Policy statements that seek to provide clarity of overriding 
resource management issues specific to the Region. These statements set out how natural 
and physical resources are to be managed in an integrated way to promote sustainable 
management. 
At a District Council level there have been initiatives made by some to integrate policies 
and practises that facilitate sustainable management. For example, the Christchurch City 
Council has recently adopted two visionary planning policies - Natural Capitalism and The 
Natural Step, in an effort to foster the emergence of a more sustainable city. 
Waitakere City in Auckland has adopted the label EcoCity and, in 1993 as part of 
Waitakere's EcoCity concept, Waitakere City Council agreed to implement the goals and 
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programs proposed under Agenda 21 at the local level. The Council formulated a guiding 
document 'Greenprint' which provides a framework for integrated decision-making. The 
document is structured around seven key focus areas: Community empowerment, Urban 
consolidation, A strategy of involvement, A holistic approach to health and safety, traffic 
reduction and community mobility, A life cycle approach to energy, Resources and Waste, 
and greater economic interdependence. Greenprint is to be reviewed this year (2002) with 
the aim of producing 'Greenprint +10', the plan for the next ten years. 
Another important indicator of this overall trend in New Zealand, and one which provides 
a useful benchmark, as well as providing a constructive framework for the Governments 
environmental strategy, is "The State of New Zealand's Environment" report by the 
Ministry for the Environment. The report not only describes the current state (1996) of 
New Zealand's natural environment but also promotes the ethic of sustainability. Under 
this ethic, "the environment is no longer the economy's servant but its host, and extinctions 
and environmental degradation are no longer acceptable prices to pay in the pursuit of 
economic growth" (Ministry for the Environment, 1997) 
A recent address at Lincoln University by Dr Morgan Williams, the Parliamentary 
Commissioner for the Environment, highlighted Government focus on urban sustainability. 
The key message was the need for the development of a master plan for cities within New 
Zealand. The need for each city to have an overriding plan for development that focuses on 
quality of life through fostering a healthy ecology, a vibrant economy and a society that 
nurtures people. As Williams states in reference to the development of a master plan 
"putting people first, not cars; the protection of green spaces and heritage; citizen access to 
services and facilities; education for sustainable living and urban research and planning" 
(Infolinc, 2002). 
However, a key question in context to these emerging new paradigms is: How do these 
policies and plans facilitate changes to the urban landscape when there is great 
uncertainty as to what a sustainable city/ landscape will actually look like and how it will 
function? 
11 
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2.5 Fostering the Culture of Sustainability 
 
In order for New Zealand society to identify and ultimately accept a more ‘sustainable 
philosophy’ in the context of land development, there needs to be a range of tangible 
examples in the form of ecologically based landscape development, which give form and 
create liveable experiences of the sustainable philosophy. As stated by (Eisenstein, 2001) 
“Overall, ecological design will be a crucial component of the sustainable city, not only 
because of its potential to reduce the ecological impacts of urban life, but also because of 
its potential to communicate new cultural conceptions of the human relationship to nature”.  
 
Added to this argument is the research conducted by (Vaske and Kobrin, 2001) on 
enhancing environmentally responsible behaviour (ERB)1. Their research concluded that 
local natural resource areas such as community open spaces lend themselves to repeat 
visitation and thus an emotional attachment. The research suggested that specific ERB  (i.e. 
participating in a community natural habitat restoration program) in a natural resource 
setting with some form of place dependence (a functional attachment) encourages ERB in 
everyday life, (e.g. talking with friends about environmental issues, recycling, water 
conservation).  
 
This rationale can be applied to the built environment: by creating meaningful cultural 
landscapes that engender some form of community interaction, as opposed to the single 
cell-like developments typical of most modern subdivisions. Combined with an ecological 
landscape design focus that not only provides visibility and interpretability into local 
ecological processes, but also makes apparent how urban life can effectively integrate into 
these ecological processes to ensure a more sustainable future. As stated by Eisenstien, “ 
The ways that people learn from and respond to the urban environment are critical to the 
prospects for sustainability, it is the landscape of the city that helps to shape our view of 
nature and relationship to it”. And as Hough suggests, “ One of the fundamental tasks of 
reshaping the City is to focus on the human experience of one’s home places; to recognise 
the existence and the latent potential of natural, social and cultural environments to enrich 
urban places. This provides the best chance of spiritual growth and creative learning, since 
it lies at the heart of environmental education”. 
 
                                                 
1  ERB defined as: “when the actions of an individual or group advocate the sustainable or diminished use of natural 
resources” 
2.6 Key Principles of Sustainable landscapes and Sustainable design. 
There is no one formulaic method to achieve a sustainable landscape, rather a recommend 
set of aims and objectives that when combined in an ecologically based design framework 
(see Fig I, p.1 0), provide direction for the evolution of a sustainable landscape. Several 
commentators including, Thayer, Lyle and Forman have suggested methodologies that 
project towards achieving sustainable landscapes. For example, in landscape planning, 
Thayer considers twelve points of attachment where humans interact with the greater 
ecosystem. These points of attachment can be considered in terms of what is taken i.e. 
borrowed or consumed from the greater system and what is given back. Therefore a two 
way dynamic exists not only between humans and their activities on the land, but also 
between each other point of attachment or 'living systems' . Examples of living systems 
include Water supply and conservation, Wastewater, Stormwater, Urban design and 
housing, Transportation and circulation, to name but a few. 
The main message is that at 
each point of attachment 
(living system) there exists 
the opportunity to interact 
and contribute to the overall 
sustainability of any 
landscape, community or 
region. (See Fig 2.6). 
Fig 2.6 Sustainable landscape planning framework - 'living systems' (Thayer, 1994) 
One fundamental principle as proposed by Forman is that a sustainable environment is "an 
area in which ecological integrity and basic human needs are concurrently maintained 
over generations. Sustainability therefore is the condition where this is achieved or 
maintained' There is great uncertainty as to whether humankind will ever attain or see a 
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sustainable environment, therefore it is suggested that 'sustainability' is a direction rather 
than an end point (Forman 1995, p. 484) 
Central to the philosophy of sustainable design are the three interrelated dimensions: 
environmental responsiveness, resource efficiency and sense of community (Thayer 1994, 
Lyle 1985, Forman 1990, Standards New Zealand 2001). These three dimensions form the 
basis for the overall design framework and are useful in synthesizing the key principles of 
sustainable design. 
See Fig 2.7. 
i~~~~:~:s~ 
ETHIC Resource 
Efficiency 
Sense of 
Fig 2.7 Sustainable Design framework 
As illustrated all three dimensions in the design framework focus around a central land 
ethic. The land ethic simply enlarges the boundaries of the community to include soils, 
waters, plants, and animals, or collectively: the land (Leopold, 1949). Therefore, a 
fundamental shift is required from the commonly held public view of land, in which land is 
viewed as a commodity with resources to be exploited, towards one that includes 
environmental responsiveness embodied in the land ethic. 
Environmental Responsiveness 
Ecological design is inherently site specific, based on the ecological processes unique to 
the site. A key principle therefore, is to ensure that development is integrated within the 
dynamics of the on-site, natural systems in a manner the systems can cope with. This does 
not mean, merely meeting environmental bottom lines (i.e. meeting acceptable limits of 
water pollution or keeping a percentage of natural habitat while developing remaining land 
along more traditional lines). Ecological design seeks ways in which developed land and 
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human settlement can make a positive contribution to the environment it changes, by 
proactively linking into natural systems within the greater ecosystem. As Hough states 
"The principles of energy and nutrient flows, common to all ecosystems, are applied to the 
design of the human environment. The unwanted products of the life cycle become the 
requirements for another. For example recycling of used water maintains groundwater 
levels and water purity or the recycling of organic products restores soil fertility and the 
capacity for production"(Hough 1984, p. 27) This approach is in contrast to the traditional 
linear 'industrial' model most modern societies operate by. See Fig 2.8. 
Fig 2.8 Traditional City, input - output Diagram (Benson & Roe 2000, p. 158) 
Similarly Lyle advocates the application of 'regenerative design' for sustainable 
development. He advocates moving away from linear one-way flow systems, where only 
one goal is typically achieved at the expense of all others, towards cyclical systems that 
integrate community with the greater ecosystem. Various strategies are suggested, such as 
using trees to control urban microclimates, in preference to mechanical heating and air 
conditioning, thus reducing energy consumption and aiding in air quality. Numerous other 
strategies are proposed, with the underlying objective of enmeshing social and natural 
processes so that both can be sustained. 
Resource efficiency 
By using the principle of environmental responsiveness, elements of resource efficiency 
will automatically be achieved (Standards New Zealand, 2001). Often, the necessary 
services such as drainage could be performed with less energy outlay, by simply adding to 
the already operational natural processes. For example, the use of landforms to guide and 
absorb the flow of runoff stormwater, in preference to earthworks, stormwater pipes and 
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concrete channels. Again an awareness of on-site natural processes and a best- fit approach 
to design is essential. 
Another key component is providing multiple pathways for resource collection and use. 
For example, rather than rely solely on a mains connected potable water supply, a 
rainwater collection system provides a secondary means of obtaining drinkable water. 
Similarly, by maximising the use of solar energy in building design, can provide an 
alternative-heating source in the form of heating water or simply as a passive component 
ensuring windows and internal spaces maximise the solar energy resource. Or the use of 
solar photovoltaic and or wind generators to generate electricity can reduce the reliance on 
mains connected supply. The potential then exists to operate a two-way feedback system in 
which mains supply is drawn on when there is minimal wind or sunlight energy available, 
conversely when excess electricity is produced on site overflow is feed back into the 
national grid. The key principle is that providing multiple pathways encourages resource 
efficiency by connecting resource collection and use to on-site dynamics ultimately 
bringing consumers closer to the ecological processes that are inherent at their locality. 
Sense of Community 
In creating places for people to live, there is a responsibility to consider not only how 
people will interact with that particular environment but also how that environment or 
development will affect people's well-being and sense of community spirit. Through 
designing to encourage community interaction in a development, greater potential exists 
for those people living in the neighbourhood to take responsibility for that environment 
and develop their land ethic. Strategies such as incorporating common open space into a 
development that serves the community as a wetland that collects and treats stormwater 
runoff is an example proven to be effective in translating cues for sustainable behaviour. 
As Eisenstein comments of the Arcata wetland "For residents of Arcata, it is not just 
'human society' or 'wastewater' in the abstract that is creating the wetland; it is their 
wastewater. What goes into that wastewater therefore becomes an issue of more visible, 
more immediate, and more local consequence than it had before". 
Such developments also provide ecological habitats, amenity value, and functional open 
space, providing opportunities for community to participate in local activities such as 
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planting days, sports events or community environmental awareness events, thus 
deepening the levels of social interaction and facilitating relationship building at higher 
levels than would be common to most neighbourhoods. An example of this is shown at 
Village Homes, an ecological and community friendly subdivision in Davis, California. 
Naturally drained common open space, pedestrian focus, community gardens, orchards and 
vineyards facilitate a greater opportunity for social interaction at various levels. Thus 
enabling relationship building and a greater sense of community to develop. (Thayer, 1994) 
In the New Zealand context, Christchurch City Council has had success with the 
implementation of the Styx river management plan. A public participatory approach was 
used in the planning of management strategies for the Styx River. A series of community 
fun days, workshops and discussion groups lead to the formation of a community group 
(The Guardians of the Styx), which acts as a representative body for the local community. 
One of the major benefits attributed to participants of this scheme is "An opportunity to 
have an ownership in a public thing .... getting away from this narcissist approach of all 
must be in my back yard and all must be mine ..... taking over a more community aspect 
having greater involvement at a community level, but not just for the sake of it i. e. like 
playing bowls, but with more of a holistic outlook, involvement in a healthy project that 
benefits not only humans but other species". (Knox in Myles, 2002). 
2.7 Emerging Examples of Land Development Change within New 
Zealand. 
As stated earlier, land development and subdivision in New Zealand is market driven. 
Recent initiatives in the property sector have seen a growing demand for properties that 
enable people to live a more sustainable lifestyle. A common attempt by those that can 
afford it is to escape the built up urban environment and opt for lifestyle blocks on the city 
fringes. However there is an increased awareness and demand for 'Eco-friendly' homes, a 
term typically relating to homes built with non-toxic materials and focusing on human 
health and energy efficiency. The advent of Eco-villages and co-housing, although not 
new concepts, but not a main-stream approach is however, gaining acceptability within 
some city Councils as an acceptable alternative to the traditional single home option and 
consistent with city council policy. A recent example of such a development is that of the 
Earthsong Eco-Neighbourhood in Waitakere city, Auckland. See Fig 2.9. 
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Fig 2.9 Earthsong Urban Neighbourhood, Waitakere City, drawn by JJ Chen. 
Consisting of32 homes amidst 4 acres of organic orchard and an area of native bush, New 
Zealand's first coho using neighbourhood incorporating Permaculture and ecodesign. There 
are current aims to establish a similar project development within Christchurch city by the 
Otautahi Eco-village group. 
Another recent development (Fig 2.10) and, one perhaps suited to more main stream 
sectors of society but still fostering the concept of ecological design is that of 'The Lakes' 
development in Kaiapoi, Canterbury. Marketed as a residential development enabling 
residents to live with nature, there is a strong focus on the provision of ecological habitat 
for indigenous plants and animals. The developments centre around two large water bodies 
(reclaimed gravel pits), with residential zoning that includes covenants on common land 
that focus the attention of community towards caring of the neighbourhood environment. 
The development is sold with the tag "Living with nature" and includes certain regulations 
that protect the existing native fauna such as the exclusion of cats in all residences. A 
corporate body in which residents are shareholders, manages the extensive common space. 
Each shareholder will be required to execute a shareholders agreement setting out the 
person's obligations and covenants to the company. This agreement will include the 
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environmental covenants for the protection of conservation values, the requirement to pay 
an annual levy towards the management and an obligation to be bound by The Lakes rules. 
Environmental covenants will appear on individual titles and will include those clauses 
required under the District Plan. (The Lakes, 2002) 
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Fig 2.10 Site plan of the Lakes subdivision in Kaiapoi (Rewi 2001) 
2.8 Summary 
{(A/APOl --.. 
Much of the existing literature is useful in providing a range of overriding principles and 
objectives for the evolution of sustainable landscapes. The sustainable design framework 
provides a useful tool for planners and designers to use to ensure all three major 
dimensions: Environmental responsiveness, Resource efficiency and Sense of Community 
are taken into account. There is no one formulaic approach to sustainable design and the 
results of such practise cannot readily be evaluated due to the long-term (several human 
generation) time span that characterises a sustainable landscape. A focus on integrating 
human intervention in the landscape within the greater ecosystem is however a valid means 
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of recognising and taking vital steps towards safe guarding, the life-giving capacities of 
natural processes that the human race ultimately depends on for a sustained future. 
Shifts in focus at the International level towards environmental responsiveness and 
sustainable development have influenced changes to environmental policy within New 
Zealand at National, Regional and City levels, reflecting the concern that the urban status 
quo within New Zealand is no longer acceptable - ecologically, socially and economically. 
The RMA provides the National framework for sustainable management, but it is up to 
local Council initiatives to act as enablers of policy to allow for tangible changes to occur. 
However, an uncertainty exits as to how emerging policies and objectives, particularly at 
District/City scale will impact on the landscape character of the city, or more specifically 
what would new developments look and function like. 
Ecological designed communities provide symbols of possibilities to wider communities 
and societies all over the world. Important lessons can be transferred from such examples 
to the New Zealand context by evaluating the critical components that make such cases 
successful. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Multiple Case study analysis 
This chapter summarises the key characteristics of five exemplary sustainable 
neighbourhood development case studies. The rationale behind the multiple case study 
analysis is to examine specific communities as a means to identify tangible ecological and 
human attributes most important for sustainability at the site level, and to identify any 
broad overall spatial patterns common to the developments. When analysing the case 
studies the only information extracted from each was the major ecological and human 
variables that appear to be associated with the sustainability foundation variables identified 
in Chapter 4. 
3.1 Criteria for choice of case studies 
The case studies were selected based on the following criteria: 
• Availability of written critique as a sustainable development 
• Must be built or in final stages of completion 
• High level of sustainable development principles evident in approach 
• Ability to illustrate applicability of sustainability principles in a range of contexts, 
i.e. Central Brownfield's urban, fringe Greenfield's subdivision, large scale urban 
• Include New Zealand examples to illustrate applicability of sustainable 
development principles to New Zealand context. 
3.2 The case studies 
1. Village Homes, Davis, California, USA (subdivision, greenfield development) 
2. Christie Walk, Adelaide, Australia, (Medium density, urban development) 
3. EarthSong, Waitakere City, New Zealand, (Cohousing, Greenfield development) 
4. Tapu Te Ranga Trust, Wellington, New Zealand, (Mixed use, urban Marae) 
5. Egebjeerggard, Ballerup, Denmark (mixed use, peri urban village) 
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3.3 Summary of key attributes of sustainable neighbourhood 
development 
Detailed [mdings of each case study are contained in appendix 16-20, pi 04. Characteristics 
common to the five case studies are summarised to identify the key attributes indicative of 
sustainable neighbourhood development. At the end of the chapter is a matrix that 
categorises the key attributes into the areas of planning and design. The purpose of this 
classification is to highlight which key attributes are most applicable to the application of 
GIS in the planning stage of a project 
• Solar exposure maximised 
All five case studies identify the importance of solar gain for energy efficiency and space 
heating of buildings. The orientation of streets (East-West) with buildings orientated 
towards south in the northern Hemisphere and north in the southern Hemisphere maximise 
solar gain for each house. Greenfield developments such as Village Homes, Earthsong and 
the concept plan for Te Tapu Marae strongly adhere to this characteristic. Christie Walk 
had limitations in providing access to solar gain for all buildings due to the constraints of 
surrounding buildings blocking solar exposure. 
For New Zealand conditions this characteristic translates to the East-West orientation of 
streets in neighbourhood development to allow section lots to be orientated towards north. 
Buildings can then be positioned to maximise access to solar gain. The optimum 
an'angement of a rectangular building would be to orientate the longest axis of the building 
East-West allowing maximum north exposure to the full extent of the building. 
• On-site stormwater system 
The provision for an on-site storm water system is a fundamental characteristic of 
ecologically sustainable neighbourhoods, and is an influential factor in the design of the 
open space structure of the development. The inclusion of swales and retention ponds 
facilitates an increase in open space area within a development. The accompanying 
riparian planting and native vegetation gradient from water body up to pathway or bank 
edge provides habitat for fauna, increased amenity within a development and also helps to 
create place attachment and identity to the neighbourhood. The habitation of wildlife such 
as various water bird species and insects provides a localised cue to residents of the 
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ecological life cycles that coexist in the development. It is more likely that when combined 
with a tenure that allows for resident participation in the management of common open 
space, residents will form a greater place attachment to their environment and exhibit 
environmentally responsible behaviour (Vaske and Kobrin, 2001). 
• Cluster and mixed-use development 
A key common attribute in all developments is the clustering of mixed-use development 
within an open space network responsive to social interaction and ecological integrity. All 
of the developments had variety in the housing types to allow for a diversity of resident 
occupancy (singles, couples, families and shared living in a common house). All 
developments included a common house ranging in size and provision of facilities for 
residents. There is inclusion of commercial facilities such as restaurants, cafes, 
supermarkets, and various shops. The availability of an income generating enterprise such 
as an olive grove or the rental of a block of flats, of which residents have part shares, 
provides the opportunity for secondary or in some cases primary income for some 
residents. 
The clustering of housing translates into a decrease in private space and an increase in 
common open space. However, as a result, a far more socially interactive and ecologically 
responsive open space structure results. The integration of a greater open space network 
within the development can be designed to not only serve an ecological purpose but also 
allow for recreation facilities (i.e. walkways alongside ecological areas, grassed open 
areas, tennis court, basket ball court, petanque area). The open space network can facilitate 
resident interaction and place attachment and foster a stronger identity with a 'sense of 
place' . 
This also means that certain infrastructure such as roadways and carparks can be shared by 
residents and designed into the development rather than forming the overall structure of the 
development. 
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• Pedestrian friendly 
A strong focus in all case studies is on creating a safe and accessible environment for 
pedestrians. Roadways are narrow (typically 6.0-7.0 metres) with dead end cul-de-sacs 
deterring through traffic. Carparks are either on the periphery of the development within a 
short walking distance from houses, or grouped in front of cluster groups of houses. The 
key is to allow vehicular access but provide for safe pedestrian accessibility and 
connectivity within the site and to surrounding areas and facilities. 
Walking and cycle pathways on the larger developments form vital movement corridors 
encouraging pedestrian activity as opposed to reliance on vehicles. Both Village Homes 
and Egebjeerggard have a network of pedestrian and cycle pathways that are more direct 
making travel quicker by foot or cycle than by car. By connecting internal pathways to 
external pathway networks facilitates pedestrian activity to the wider neighbourhood, for 
example to shops, employment areas and recreation areas. There are many benefits of 
pedestrian friendly neighbourhoods ranging from improved air quality due to less vehicular 
use, greater resident interaction and relationship building, higher rate of exercise of 
residents, provision of safe on-site areas for children to play, and increased property value 
due to greater amenity of neighbourhood. 
• Proximity to public resources 
A vital consideration or provision is the close proximity (i.e. within walking distance) to 
public facilities such as shops, parks, and particularly public transport nodes. Proximity to 
facilities such as local markets, supermarkets, parks and reserves, and recreation 
opportunities are common to all the case studies. The Egebjeerggard development fully 
realises this provision by providing all of the above plus childcare facilities, a school, 
sports centre and a centre for the elderly. These facilities are in response to an overall 
objective to create a community environment where pedestrian activity is promoted with 
greater opportunities for social integration and local management. 
The key element in this characteristic of sustainable community landscapes is in providing 
or re-establishing a more self reliant, village-type community in which local needs are 
more readily met on-site, yet residents can easily link up to the wider community when 
required. 
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• Common space versus private space 
There is a high percentage of common space in the cases (approximately 66% of total land 
area in the Earthsong neighbourhood and 40% in Village homes) with reduced private 
space available to residents. This common open space element is a strong characteristic 
and is a fundamental difference between ecological sustainable neighbourhoods and 
traditional subdivision development. Greater amenity is achieved in the sustainable 
neighbourhood through increased vegetated areas, central greens, water bodies and 
horticultural gardens. Residents are still provided with a private yard yet at a much-reduced 
scale. For example in the Earthsong neighbourhood private yards are typically the width of 
the building by 4-8 metres long (approximately 40 - 80 m2). However, there is high 
connectivity to other open space areas, which are typically woven throughout the 
development. Levels of private-public space are also common by designing intermediate 
open spaces in which 6-8 cluster houses share an open space directly adjacent to living 
areas. This provides a more semi private area in which groups can have social activities 
such as barbeques away from the public spotlight. 
The central common areas provide a space or spaces for all residents and depending on the 
scale of the development can include a central courtyard, community green, public square, 
pond or lake, wooded areas and garden and or orchard areas. A common house also 
provides a space for community meetings and functions, and the potential for rental return 
through leasing of the space. 
• Alternative energy and energy efficient building design 
The provision of alternative energy is a common characteristic in the case studies. Solar 
energy was typically used to either heat water and or supply supplementary electricity 
supply to dwellings. 
Energy efficient building design minimizes the reliance on mains electricity/gas for space 
heating. A good example is seen in the Christie Walk development in which vegetation 
plays a major role in the passive temperature control of buildings. Trees and terrace 
gardens provide cool air which is directed via cross ventilation into the base of buildings 
forcing, through natural thermodynamics, hot air to escape through ceiling vents. This 
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conductive airflow provides passive temperature control in the buildings, thereby 
minimizing energy costs. 
The consideration for energy conservation played a major role in the Egebjeerggard 
development and strongly influenced the density, layout and siting of structures in the 
overall plan. Building heights and width of streets were calculated according to shade 
factors. Demands for good shading of the spaces between buildings was balanced with the 
demand for daylight coming into homes, reaching frontages and outdoor private garden 
areas. As a general design guideline houses were required to receive 4-5 hours of sun in 
common areas and living rooms, and the sun must be able to reach at least 4 meters deep 
along the house fac;ade. (see appendix 20, p.133). 
• Habitat preservation 
The clustering of buildings and the allocation of carparks to the periphery or alongside 
cluster group housing allows for the preservation of any existing native vegetation patches. 
Respect for existing landscape form and associated ecological integrity is included in the 
overall site design. Where possible habitat is increased with riparian planting alongside 
swales and retention ponds and in some cases neighbouring vegetation patches are 
continued with planting on-site. Any significant native vegetation patches are preserved 
and linked to internal vegetation corridors and surrounding patches corridors. The key 
principle is that the ecological integrity of the site and surrounding landscape is augmented 
by the design of the open space within the development. 
• Resident management and diversity of people 
A common theme in all developments is the involvement of residents in the management 
of the neighbourhood. Levels of participation vary but are far higher than traditional 
subdivision development. Typically residents are involved from the outset in the 
conceptual design of the neighbourhood right through to the management of common 
resources such as open space, common pathways, common house facilities and any 
commercial initiative (i.e. the management of rental flats). There is recognition that group 
sustainability in terms of maintaining the ability to communicate effectively and self 
manage the neighbourhood is vital to the survival of the neighbourhood. To ensure the 
ability to self manage the neighbourhood is sustained there are usually specific groups 
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assigned certain responsibilities which are overseen by a governing committee. Various 
methods operate for ensuring open and fair communication for all residents, such as the 
coloured card system used in the Earthsong neighbourhood. The coloured card system is a 
common means of achieving consensus in group decision making by using coloured cards 
and a system of interpretation to enable fair and open communication channels in group 
meetings. 
Sustainable settlements are founded on the intersection of Environmental, Social and 
Economic responsibility of the neighbourhood. The intersection of these three disciplines 
forms the basis and overall encompassing vision for the creation and ongoing success of 
any socially and environmentally sustainable community. Part of the social aspect of 
sustainable settlements is the diversity of residents within a neighbourhood development. 
The provision for a diversity of people ranging in ages, family size and financial means is 
common to all sustainable settlements. A range of housing options is therefore present in 
such developments. For example in the Earthsong neighbourhood housing type includes 1-
2 bedroom apartments, 2 bedroom terrace houses, 3 bedroom terrace houses and 4 
bedroom terrace houses. There are dwellings more suited for disabled residents or elderly 
which are handy to carparks. The common house also has potential to provide temporary 
accommodation for guests on special occasions. 
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1. Solar orientation ., © © P ., j j 
2. Natural drainage contours preserved ., X © X ., j j j 
3. On-site storrnwater system ., ., ., X ., .j 
4. Walking proximity to public © ., ., (9 (9 .j .j 
transport 
5. Significant common space ., © (9 (9 ., j 
6. Pedestrian friendly ., ., (9 (9 ., j 
7. Productive landscape ., © (9 © © j j .j 
8. Extensive planting ., © (9 (9 © j 
9. Alternative energy © © © P © j 
10. Energy efficient buildings ., ., (9 P ., j 
11. Cluster development ., ., (9 (9 ., j 
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race 
14. Water conservation © ., (9 P ., j j j 
15. Participatory process in the planning ., (9 (9 (9 ., .j 
and design phases 
16. Eco soil management © X (9 X © .j j 
17. Active air quality management X X (9 X ? j 
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19. Mixed use -accommodation, © X (9 © P .j 
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pedestrian! cycle paths that link to 
external networks 
23. On-site recycling depot © ? (9 X © j 
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CHAPTER 4 
The Foundation Variables 
The following chapter introduces and examines the foundation variables (soil, biological 
productivity, biological diversity, fresh water, oceans, atmosphere, basic human needs of 
food, water, health and housing, fuel and cultural cohesion and diversity) as critical 
determinants of a sustainable landscape (Forman and Zonneveld 1990, p.265). Applying 
the foundation variables to subdivision development as sustainability criteria can be useful 
in providing not only a planning framework, but also tangible indicators that, in most 
cases, exhibit spatial qualities. For example, preserving soil quality can lead to matching 
appropriate land uses to certain soil types, which for development can limit building 
footprints to areas of lowest soil quality, preserving higher quality soils for water 
infiltration or for supporting biodiversity. The foundation variables can also be useful 
criteria for assessing whether a development is sustainable or not from both an ecological 
and human dimension. 
A possible method to honour the ecological foundation variables in subdivision planning is 
by using a sustainable land development planning sequence (Forman 1995, p.517). Two 
examples illustrate the spatial implications of such an approach, which require a change in 
traditional land development practise in order to adhere to the foundation variables. While 
there is no one formulaic method to achieving a sustainable landscape, land development 
that focuses on the preservation of the foundation variables ensures a move towards 
sustainability. 
4.1 Foundation variables of sustainable landscapes 
As outlined in the previous chapter, sustainability in the broad sense can be a somewhat 
ambiguous term, ranging in definition and rather value laden. An important consideration, 
therefore, is how to determine some tangible measures or indicators of sustainable 
development that are widely acceptable and applicable in a range of environments. As 
Forman states "A sustainable environment is perceived to be 'good' or 'desirable'. At the 
other end of the scale are quantitative, usually narrowly focussed variables that are 
relatively value free. These more objective attributes tend to be assays of the physical 
environment, which integrate ecological integrity and societies interactions with it. For 
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example, is there enough fertile soil for crop production? Vegetation to protect water 
supplies? Trees to build houses? Biodiversity to provide food and medicine? In general 
such variables are easily measured, and lead to agreement on 'yes' or 'no' questions" 
(Forman 1995, p.498). 
Sustainability focuses on the time scale of human generations, providing the criteria to 
select attributes that change in accordance to the time scale of human generations or 
longer. Also, the test of sustainability must include both ecological and human dimensions, 
recognising that there are important feedbacks among variables within a category and 
between categories (Forman 1995, p.501). The following set of key attributes or 
foundation variables are suggested by Forman, see Table 1. 
Table 1. Slowly changing foundation variables that regulate sustainable development. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Forman and Zonneveld 1990, p. 265) 
Ecological integrity 
These slowly changing variables provide the underlying regulatory foundation and 
determine whether a development is sustainable or not. For example, "the soil category is 
perhaps best measured by the amount of soil erosion. Large areas undergoing wind erosion 
or water erosion render a landscape unsustainable. The soil category indirectly measures 
soil moisture, soil texture, runoff of mineral nutrients" (Forman 1995, p.500). Similarly the 
Biological diversity category is "probably best measured as number of native species for 
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each major group, such as mammals and trees. A near natural level refers to the total 
number in the landscape and indicates that relatively few species have been extirpated. 
Thus a landscape that has lost certain habitat types, or has natural habitats so fragmented 
and isolated that species number progressively drops, is not sustainable" (Forman 1995, 
p.500). 
The configuration of landscape elements within a landscape mosaic have a major influence 
on a particular level of many foundation variables. Balance is required within a landscape 
mosaic and the spatial configuration of the mosaic components (good soils, stream 
corridors, industrial areas etc) controls the levels of the variables attained. A particular 
level of many foundation variables, such as those underlying ecological integrity and the 
achievement of human aspiration, can be produced with a certain spatial configuration of 
landscape elements. Rearranging the configuration should almost always increase or 
decrease ecological integrity (Forman 1995, p.504). Therefore, it is suggested that for any 
landscape, or major portion of a landscape, there exists an optimal spatial configuration of 
ecosystems and land uses to maximise ecological integrity, achievement of human 
aspirations, or sustainability of an environment. 
Human needs 
Six fundamental human needs have been identified that are considered essential for 
sustainable development (Forman 1995, p. 501). Food, water, health, housing, and energy 
for cooking and heat are listed as the primary physical needs. Social and cultural needs are 
grouped into the category of cultural cohesion and diversity. It is plausible to create sub-
categories for cultural cohesion and diversity that aid in defining measures towards social 
and cultural longevity . For example, a sub-category that indicates the measure of the 
contribution towards local identity, i.e. does the development facilitate or isolate 
community identity. It then becomes apparent that planning and design decisions have a 
great influence on moving towards or away from facilitating cultural cohesion. Or more 
specifically, the spatial implications of such decisions either facilitate or prohibit cultural 
cohesion. For example, one could argue that traditional subdivision development which 
overlays the surveyors grid onto the landscape creating a neighbourhood of isolated houses 
surrounded by 1.8 metre boundary fences does not facilitate local community cohesion and 
is therefore an unsustainable practise. Similarly, the inadequate provision of public open 
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space for recreation or easily accessible opportunities for varied social interaction with 
other sectors of the community could contribute to an unsustainable community landscape. 
4.2 The application of foundation variables to planning a sustainable 
community. 
A design that understands nature and the carrying capacity of natural resources is most 
likely to be sustainable (Forman 1995, Standards New Zealand 2001, Lyle 1985). To 
achieve an appropriate design and to select a suitable site for different forms of 
development, an understanding of the site is required, in terms of biophysical features and 
processes, social processes and characteristics and physical services (Lyle 1985, Standards 
NZ 2001, Hough 1984). This site evaluation and assessment creates a detailed picture of 
site characteristics and the ecosystem into which it fits. 
The evaluation and assessment is therefore a development tool that needs to extend beyond 
the site. Surrounding natural features, land uses and human management of the area all 
have the potential to impact the proposed development. For example, unsustainable 
practises up stream have the potential to negatively impact on sites downstream greatly 
affecting the viability of sustainable development. The key to approaching sustainable land 
development lies with the recognition that a site needs to be viewed in terms of the 
landscape itself and the natural systems operating within and around it, rather than 
focussing on the activities that are proposed to be carried out on the site alone. 
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4.3 Planning sequence and Spatial arrangement 
The following table outlines a suggested best order for sustainable land development site 
planning. 
Table 2. Sequence for planning for sustainable land development. (Forman 1995, p. 517) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The planning process 
Once a detailed site evaluation has been carried out, delineation of major areas of land can 
be conducted to define an optimal spatial arrangement for the site. The determination of 
major areas for water protection, biodiversity, livestock, and building locality etc can be 
determined to create a broad spatial and ecological plan. An important factor is that 
sustain ability absolutely depends on the sizes, shapes and juxtapositions of these major 
areas, i.e. the interrelationships between these areas effects the quality of the land mosaic, 
which contributes towards overall mosaic stability (Forman 1995, p. 518). More 
specifically, sustainable development understands the effects an adjoining land use or 
activity has on a landscape element and incorporates strategies into planning and 
management to preserve the regulatory processes. For example within a development, 
buffering a stream with riparian planting to allow for water infiltration helps to preserve 
water quality and provide for wildlife habitat. By planning for the ecological foundation 
variables first, a broad scale plan emerges that is more likely to preserve the vital 
interrelationships in the landscape mosaic and the ecological integrity of the landscape. 
Human development can then be better integrated into the landscape, minimising the 
detrimental ecological effects traditional land development is typically associated with. 
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The first areas to be laid out are those for water and biodiversity. Second, the areas for 
cultivation, grazing and wood products are selected. This ordering means that food and 
fibre may not be produced on the best, most productive soils or slopes. For example, the 
best soils may support the highest biodiversity or water seepage areas, and therefore 
cultivation and grazing are relegated to the second best soils. Third, the areas for sewage 
and solid waste are selected. Finally areas for homes and industry are chosen. Often a 
clustered layout for homes is the best use of the remaining land within a subdivision 
development. This simplified sequence means that for sustainability, most of the total area 
is already taken up before buildings are located. A comparison of traditional layout and a 
cluster development, which follows the above sequence, illustrates the spatial implications 
of the two approaches. See Figs 4.1 and 4.2 
Fig 4.1 Traditional layout - homogenise the land with a uniform pattern of streets and 
equally spaced lots that are the same everywhere (Standards New Zealand, 2001, p.67). 
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Fig 4.2 Cluster layout - Involves the creation of a variety of higher density building sites 
so that the remainder of the site can be used as common open space, incorporating a 
diversity of uses and ecological benefits (Standards New Zealand, 2001, p.67), (see also 
Fig 3.3). 
.' 
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Fig 4.3 Building location on the lowest quality soils within a development (Standards 
New Zealand, 2001, p.69). 
Design considerations 
The size and density of allotments in a clustering development depends on the 
characteristics of a particular site and the landscape within which the allotments are to 
integrate. The size and density of the neighbourhood depends on the site's ability to cope 
with wastewater management, water supply and the potential to produce energy and food 
on-site. More traditional subdivision layouts with individual section boundaries can still 
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contain a degree of ecological integrity by incorporating a vegetation corridor throughout 
the development. Typically associated with the back portion of a section, these back lot 
corridors can provide important wildlife corridors in many suburban neighbourhoods. See 
Fig 4.4. 
Fig 4.4 Vegetation corridors situated on back portions of sections (Forman 1995, 
p.473). 
As mentioned earlier, in the planning process, a useful approach to facilitate ecological 
integrity in a development (which directly relates to Forman's ecological foundation 
variables a, b, c, d, and f) is to identify and then protect vulnerable areas within a site. At 
the design level this means identifying, protecting and buffering remnant indigenous 
vegetation, steep erosion-prone slopes and gullies, watercourses, riparian areas and 
wetland, estuarine and coastal margins. The area to be protected within the development 
needs to be large enough to maintain the ecological processes that the system depends on 
for health and integrity, and buffer conflicting uses (Standards New Zealand, 2001). 
It is also vital to look beyond the immediate site to incorporate appropriate links to 
significant landscape features such as larger patches of vegetation outside the site to 
strengthen ecological corridors and visual amenity. Corridors are essential to enable 
connectivity of habitats that enable wildlife circuitry. Corridors also serve to inhibit soil 
erosion, provide screening, or if an open corridor, create view shafts for wildlife and 
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people. Community and cultural cohesion, as well as diversity, are significantly enhanced 
by the separating effect of corridors - such as green belts between suburban 
neighbourhoods, or large wildlife corridors that create buffer zones that help limit urban 
sprawl and maintain the integrity oftowns (Standards New Zealand, 2001). Patches and 
corridors are therefore an important element in the spatial arrangement of ecologically 
sustainable landscapes, and can account for many of the foundation variables. 
Recreational activities can be incorporated within ecological corridors, commonly known 
as Greenways and Blueways (associated with a water body). These corridors can link up to 
external trails providing alternative transportation networks for community members. (See 
Fig 4.5). Care has to be taken however, that the recreational component does not 
significantly compromise any ecological function of the corridor. 
Fig 4.5 Protect vulnerable ecological areas but allow sensitive public access (Standards 
New Zealand, 2001, p.56) 
4.4 Summary 
The foundation variables provide a useful planning framework for sustainable land 
development but more specifically provide a set of definitive criteria from which tangible 
measures of sustainable development can be obtained. Due to the narrow focus of each 
foundation variable it is possible to obtain or derive spatial attributes associated with the 
foundation variables that can be applied to subdivision development. For example, a 
general practise associated with the soil foundation variable is restricting building 
footprints or roading to the lowest quality soils on a site, reserving highest quality soils for 
land uses that augment ecological integrity. 
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Spatial configuration of landscape elements has a major influence on many foundation 
variables. A level of balance is required within a landscape mosaic suggesting for each 
landscape or major portion of a landscape, there exists an optimum spatial configuration of 
ecosystems and land uses to maximise ecological integrity, achieve human aspirations or 
sustainability of an environment. The sustainable land development planning sequence 
provides a useful process that prioritises for the ecological foundation variables, 
delineating areas that are more likely to preserve the vital interrelationships in the wider 
landscape mosaic. Human development can then be better integrated into the landscape 
minimising the detrimental effects on the environment and more likely to head towards 
sustainability. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Geographic Information Systems 
5.1 What are Geographic Information Systems? 
"A Geographic Information System (GIS) is a computer based information system that 
uses a set of procedures and tools to store, integrate, manipulate, query, model and display 
geographically referenced and associated attribute data, for the purpose of supporting 
decision making in the resolution of real-world problems" (Star, J and Estes, J, 1990, p.12). 
Components of a GIS include, hardware, software, data, methods and people. GIS is 
unique from other information systems in that data is represented by two elements, a 
geographical or locational element and an attribute or non-locational element. In other 
words data is stored in a spreadsheet with fields and records. This data can be amended, 
queried, added to, calculations performed on, updated etc performing functions similar to 
most spreadsheet software packages. However, the power of GIS is that this data has an 
associated spatial reference and can be displayed in map like format. 
Fig 5.1 Data has two elements- attribute (non-spatial) and geographical (spatial). The 
two data types are interactive. (author screen dump, 2002) 
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The interactive relationship between these functions provides a spatial capability for 
analysing data, particularly overlay (combining more than one data layer) and spatial 
searching (querying data in the attribute table to then analyse the spatial relationships in the 
map display), (see Fig 5.2). 
Overlay Capability 
Location Xa 4,233,455.146 
Y-2.425.103.229 
Drilled 
Smith 
Sandy Lo ..... 
Analysis Functions of GIS 
Spatial Searching 
- buffering 
- point-in-polygon 
- intersection/union 
Fig 5.2 Spatial capability for analysing data (Doscher, C, 2002) 
Although typically applied to the broad scale, GIS can be linked in with smaller scale data 
to be incorporated into site level applications. The following example illustrates how GIS 
is used for site level management purposes in a Hospital application. 
...0 
Fig 5.3 GIS site level application (Geographic Information systems, 2001) 
The above example (Fig 5.3) illustrates the potential of GIS at site level. A CAD floor plan 
file has been imported into the GIS, bed locations digitised, new fields added to the 
attribute table and up-dated with patient information. The data could then be classified into 
meaningful classes to allow clear and meaningful display the data. For example, the colour 
codes of beds could be associated to particular physicians or length of stay of a patient in 
the hospital. The above methodology could just as easily be applied to a landscape site plan 
for management purposes. 
The application of GIS at this finer site level is also evident in farming and horticultural 
practises. The phrase 'precision farming' refers to the utilization of Global positioning 
system (GPS) monitoring devices attached to harvesting equipment and GIS analysis to 
apply highly accurate amounts of fertiliser to agricultural fields. However, as with any GIS 
application, the results of analysis are only as good as the data that is used. The overall 
purpose of GIS analysis is for decision support and care needs to be taken to include 
subjective values and to always question and assess the output of a GIS analysis. 
Other applied uses of GIS include the following: 
• Vehicle routing and address matching (services) 
• Natural resource management 
• Environmental analysis (e.g. EIA) 
•• 
• Ecologylbiodiversity 
• Land use and development 
• Facilities management 
• Emergency response 
• Property studies and evaluation 
• Health research (epidemiology) 
• Horticultural/Agricultural applications i.e. precision Viticulture. 
Recent developments in GIS software allow for display of data in 3D format (Fig 5.4). The 
image is more than an arbitrary 3D model as with many other software packages. The 3D 
model is generated from the 2D data layers, which have associated geographic locations. 
Although the z plane or vertical height can be manipulated, the x and y coordinates are 
based on a predefined layout. For example, data in the 2D map view could be referenced to 
New Zealand map grid (NZMG) coordinate system and this spatial configuration would be 
translated into the 3D model. 
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Fig 5.4 3D model created from 2D geographic layers (Geographic Information systems, 2001) 
The most sophisticated use of GIS involves spatial analysis, digital modelling (i.e. future 
scenario modelling (Fig 5.5)), spatial statistics, and spatial information science. Typically 
research institutions such as universities or specialist institutions such as Landcare 
Research in New Zealand apply GIS technology at this level. The analysis associated with 
the higher-level use of GIS can be broadly summarised into the following categories of 
analysis: 
• Location: what is at? 
• Condition: where is? 
• Trend: what has changed? 
• Routing: which is the best/fastest/shortest way? 
• Pattern: what pattems are there? 
• Modelling: "what if'? 
Fig 5.3 Modelling of future trends (Geographic Information systems, 2001) 
In summary GIS is a powerful information system designed to work with data referenced 
by spatial or geographic coordinates. Reality is represented by two data elements in a GIS: 
• The geographical or locational element 
• The attribute or non-spatial data element 
GIS is distinguished from other information systems by its analytical capability. Two 
operations unique to GIS are the overlay and spatial searching. GIS is a useful tool for 
decision support in solving many real-world problems. However, the analysis is only as 
good as the data and methodology used. As a result GIS applications are often flawed and 
results questionable if care is not taken (Star, J and Estes, J, 1990). 
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5.2 The origins of GIS 
Geographic Information systems ultimately evolved out of the application of computers to 
cartography (Star, J and Estes, J, 1990). Advances in computing, cartography and 
photometry laid the technical foundations for the automated geographic information 
systems that began to appear in the late 1960's. The conceptual framework within which 
early GIS was implemented involved individuals in many disciplines. Disciplines such as 
engineering (traffic and water resource), landscape architecture, land-planning, geography, 
military, and private sector industry such as utility companies. The common realisation 
from all disciplines was that there was a need for integrating data from a variety of sources, 
to manipulate the sets of data to analyse them, and then to be able to provide information 
for a resource planning and management decision process. 
Three important factors helped lead to the creation of digital geographic information 
systems in the 1960's 
• Refinements in cartographic technique 
• Rapid developments in computer systems, and 
• The quantitative revolution in spatial analysis. 
These developments helped to provide analytical tools as well as stimulation to researchers 
and professionals in a variety of disciplines. Parallel to these advancements were 
advancements in geographic analysis that separated layers of information as a means of 
isolating certain variables or for analysing spatial colorations. Geographers such as Sauer 
and land use researchers such as Whillesey and Finch lead the way in the methodology of 
isolating and stacking layers of thematic information. However, this overlay technique can 
be traced back approximately 100 years to the field of landscape architecture (Hanna and 
Culpepper, 1998, p.13). 
The initial development phase of computerised GIS can be generally quantified into the 
time period between the mid 1960's - mid 1980's. Much advancement was seen with the 
technology due to government agencies in the U.S and Canada with many resource 
management sectors, public health agencies, national forest departments and census 
bureaus investing vast amounts of time and effort into geocoding and automated spatial 
data processing. 
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The 1970's saw significant developments in image processing and remote sensing systems, 
which often had some GIS functions. Commercial firms such as Environmental Systems 
Research Institute (ESRI) located in Redwoods, California, began investing time and 
money into research and development of new GIS software incorporating latest 
advancements in image processing and remote sensing. 
The development of the underlying concepts and technology of GIS has drawn on the 
talent and experience of many researchers and investigators from a range of disciplines. It 
has grown out of concerns about the state of the physical and cultural environment and it 
has been advanced by efforts in both the public and private sectors. Many early systems 
were developed for specific and rather narrowly defined problems. The past twenty years 
has seen continued growth in GIS applications, significant system refinements and 
improvements. 
5.3 The evolution of GIS in Land-use planning 
There are many early examples from around the world, in the fields of landscape 
architecture, civil engineering and town planning, of the application of hand-drawn maps 
in a combined overlay technique that separated landscape features (cultural and 
biophysical) into single data layers and then combined the layers in an overlay process to 
formulate specific plans or maps. Examples such as Manning who in 1912 formulated 
circulation routes and a land use map for the town of Billerica, Massachusetts, and 
Abercrombie and Johnson who in 1922 prepared a regional plan for Doncaster, England 
based on a similar overlay approach. Other examples such as Charles Elliot, a landscape 
architect of the early twentieth century, conducted several large-scale park and greenway 
projects based on environmental considerations (Hanna and Culpepper, 1998, p.15). 
In the mid 1960's Ian McHarg applied the overlay process when working on a project for 
the Ford Foundation while at the University of Pennsylvania. A few years later in 1969, 
Design with Nature was published, formalizing the concept of land suitability/ capability 
analysis (SCA). In his book he documented the Staten Island study (Fig 5.6), a graphically 
elaborate example of his overlay analysis, which lead to a final layer with optimum areas 
for conservation, recreation and urbanization. 
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Fig 5.6 Selected layers from the Staten Island sequence leading to final land use composite 
layer (McHarg, 1992, p.lll). 
Although not a computerised method the McHarg overlay process consisted of layers of 
information where a particular attribute (data category) was assigned a value as a measure 
of the ability of that condition to accommodate a particular use. For example, "An open 
field may receive a value of 8 in terms of accommodating an urban freeway, whereas a 
historic village may receive a value of 1 or O. The higher value is then represented by a 
tone or shade on a clear transparency sheet. The sheets are then overlaid and assessed to 
find the darkest composite areas". In other words, the darkest composite areas show the 
most suitable locations for the proposed land use. This process is the origin of the term 
'suitability mapping'. 
In 1967, research conducted under the direction of Charles Harris and Carl Steintz at 
Harvard's graduate school of design used computer modelling to evaluate various land 
planning scenarios. The most important result of their analysis was in the finding that each 
planning approach was capable of being examined in a computerised environment. The 
term GIS did not yet exist, but the act of land planning with the aid of a computer was 
clearly established by the mid to late 1960' s. 
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5.4 GIS as a tool for Landscape architecture 
Landscape architects were among the earliest users and developers of GIS in the early 
1970's. However, in the subsequent years scientists and engineers have seemingly been 
leading the way in GIS application and system development. Advances in computer 
technology allowed for the advancement in GIS software, enabling more powerful spatial 
analysis to be conducted. Recent developments in software have not only created more 
user friendly GIS such as Arcview 8.2, but have reasserted capabilities well suited to 
landscape architecture and landscape planning. The integration of functions such as view-
shed analysis, which can be applied for landscape assessment analysis make the program 
extremely applicable to landscape architecture. Combined with other image processing 
functions such as 3D modelling, animated fly through and the updated overlay capabilities, 
GIS can make for an exciting and useful tool for landscape architecture. The following 
section provides contemporary examples of GIS application in landscape architecture and 
landscape planning that has relevance to this dissertation. 
5.4.1 Examples of GIS application (USA) 
The following examples illustrate the application of GIS as a tool for site suitability 
selection based on specific criteria and also the application of landscape ecology principles 
to create more sustainable development alternatives or improve an existing urban 
environment. 
a) Application of GIS in site selection and location analysis 
Research conducted (Barnett and Okoruwa, 1993) illustrated the application of GIS in site 
selection and potential for location analysis. Their research was specifically focused on the 
property market in the US and the effects that certain characteristics had on the market 
value of residential property prices at the time. The analysis objective was to determine the 
optimum location for the development of a rural suburban residential community. The 
methodology used and certain site selection criteria, such as accessibility to major 
employment areas and retail outlets, are applicable to sustainable subdivision assessment 
with GIS. 
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Their analysis used the following criteria: 
• Be located in an area with low to moderate traffic activity 
• Not be subject to prior zoning restrictions 
• Have a gently sloping 2-3 degree terrain 
• Contain a small stream that would add to the aesthetic quality of the community 
• Not be plagued by excessive railroad noise 
• Be accessible to major employment, retail and recreation areas. 
Various spatial interrogation and spatial join operations such as buffer, erase and merge 
were used to manipulate the initial data set as a means of classifying the data in 
response to the above criteria. There was no inclusion of weighted values of the data or 
ranking of the site selection criteria. However, by using the above spatial operations a 
final layer was obtained containing land parcels that suit the site selection criteria (see 
Fig 5.7) 
The resultant layer effectively isolated 
several land parcels. As there was no 
inclusion of priority weighting of these land 
areas, attention was then directed to the 
linkages that further influence the selection 
of the best location for a residential 
community. Distance from the resultant areas 
to community amenities such as employment 
areas, schools and shopping centres was the 
critical variable in determining the optimum 
site location. 
Fig 5.7 Final layer showing resultant land parcels that fit the site selection criteria 
and are closest to community amenities (Barnet and Okoruwa, 1993). 
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b. CITYgreen, American Forests 
CITY green is windows based GIS application for land-use planning and policy-making 
developed by ESRI in conjunction with American Forests. The software conducts 
complex statistical analyses of ecosystem services and creates easy-to-understand maps 
and reports. 
CITY green analyses: 
• Stormwater Runoff 
• Air Quality 
• Summer Energy Savings 
• Carbon Storage and Avoidance 
• Tree Growth 
The software is capable of producing broad regional studies or detailed small site 
assessments, ecological maps revealing the value of resources, models for future growth, 
and automatic reports that summarize key findings. 
Modelling Alternatives 
One of the most powerful features of CITY green is its ability to assess development 
alternatives (Fig 5.8). CITY green can be used to model and compare different land use and 
land cover scenarios and illustrate what is most beneficial to a community. Its growth 
model predicts the future growth and potential benefits of trees, demonstrating the value of 
green space investments. 
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Fig 5.8 CITY green development alternatives (American forests, 1999) 
In a test case conducted in 1999 by the City of Clemson, South Carolina, USA, the City's 
planning department used CITY green to explore land development strategies that support 
the city's plans (American forests, 1999). The planners compared the environmental 
benefits of different development models for a 175-acre site. The site is 60% forested and 
40% open space, with a tributary leading into Lake Hartwell. A conventional development 
of 40 one-story buildings was compared to a cluster plan for 19 five-story buildings. 
Planners found that in comparison to the conventional plan, the cluster plan would reduce 
impervious surfaces by 9% and save an additional 49 acres of forestland. CITY green 
analysis illustrated the economic benefits of the cluster plan over the conventional plan, 
which produced more stormwater runoff, more air pollution, and more energy use. 
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5.4.2 Examples of GIS application (New Zealand) 
The following examples of GIS application are summarised from several informal 
interviews conducted within a range of organizations in Christchurch. The people 
interviewed within each organization use GIS as a key tool in their job role and are seen as 
the GIS experts within their respective organization. The organizations included: 
1. Landscape planning and design firm (private sector) 
2. Landscape Architecture firm (private sector) 
3. Civil Engineering practise (private sector) 
4. Christchurch City Council Geodata services unit 
• Private firms (landscape planning, Landscape architecture and Engineering 
practises) 
A common application of GIS in all three private practises was in the area of resource 
Management, or more specifically as a tool for preparing expert evidence for an 
Environmental Court hearing. The Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) is an effect-
based, federal legislation and as such any effects or impacts on the environment due to a 
proposed intervention in the landscape need to be determined in order to obtain resource 
consent. A GIS provides the platform in which geographically accurate imagery both 2D 
and 3D can be produced which simulates the expected impact within the landscape. The 
impact or effects to the environment can be better visualised, which aides in the decision 
making for the Environment court judge, and also helps in realising any mitigation 
strategies for the proposed development. 
The following hypothetical example illustrates this point. 
Consider a free flowing river was to be channelised due to a proposed dam. How would 
this intervention affect the current water levels along the river edge? How would this 
change the appearance of the river as seen from specific key points? Where are the most 
prone areas along the riverbank that would suffer from erosion, water pooling and loss of 
ecological habitat? What are the visual implications in 10, 20 years? All these questions 
and may more would be addressed in the Environment court in the resource consent 
hearing. 
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An in-depth, on-site investigation by experts in hydrology, river ecology and site planning 
would identify areas along the river most effected or where changes are most visually 
apparent due to the proposed intervention. These areas or points would be recorded with a 
GPS and noted on a base map. Photographs using a camera with a 50mm lens would be 
taken (again the location of the point of photograph recorded with a GPS and orientation 
obtained using a compass). 
A base map of the area that is New Zealand map grid (NZMG) referenced would be 
imported into the GIS. (i.e. Mapworlds Topomap New Zealand in digital format). The 
specific GPS points associated with sensitive areas along the river and photograph 
locations are then imported into the GIS relating geographically to the Topomap base map. 
A 2D map can then be produced and various analysis performed depending on data 
available and the extent and scope of analysis (i.e. sensitive soil areas most effected by the 
change in water level, loss of habitat, ecological impact assessment and areas most visually 
prominent from key locations). 
If a 3D digital terrain model (DTM) is also included then erosion analysis based on the 
derivation of slope can be included in the analysis. The 3D DTM, combined with the 
photographs, provide the opportunity to create realistic imagery that is geographically and 
visually accurate. Using software such as Photoshop enables the photographs and DTM to 
be combined in such a way as to produce realistic images that portray expected visual 
effects from specific geographic locations or possible mitigation measures as seen from 
key visual locations. This process is commonly used in assessing the visual impact of 
proposed buildings in the landscape, as seen from key points in the landscape. 
Another application of GIS common in the landscape planning and design practises is to 
use a GIS to build up a layering of information so as to build up a picture of the existing 
landscape context. This application aims to clarify many existing conditions in the 
landscape that have specific geographic locations and interrelations in order to create a 
socially and environmental 'best fit' for a proposed development. For example the siting of 
a series of proposed dwellings near a cliff face have very sensitive considerations due to 
the locations of Mahinga Kai sites and the visual prominence as seen from the opposing 
bank. Again photographs using a 50mm lens, GPS and compass provide the geographic 
and visual information necessary for obtaining the most appropriate planning decision. 
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Another useful application of GIS is in providing specific cross sections through a 
landform. The software Microstation is a CAD based program and has a Geopack 
extension, which provides for the inclusion of geographically referenced (NZMG) data. 
The software provides the ability to obtain cross sections with relative ease from a DTM. 
Also analysis such as aspect, slope, water runoff and viewshed can be performed. All these 
tools are seen as vital in achieving accurate base maps from which specific analysis could 
be performed. In addition the tool enables a better picture of the landscape context either 
2D or 3D to be created. Proposed changes in the landscape can be modelled and the 
environmental impacts assessed (i.e. changes in water runoff due to a change of slope). 
In summary the GIS is utilised within private practises for aiding in planning decision 
making, coarse scale design decision making and producing in combination with other 
software such as Photoshop geographically and visually correct digital imagery for the 
purposes of landscape assessment. 
• Christchurch City Council - Geodata services unit and Environment Canterbury 
The Christchurch City Council (CCC) Geodata services unit operates as a stand-alone 
entity within the Council body providing geographical information to various divisions 
within the Council. The Geodata services unit has been in operation for 3 years and is a 
geographical information provider and geographical information collator for the Council. 
At present the key role of the Geodata services unit is related to asset management. Asset 
management is a broad term encompassing all of the resources and facilities that the 
Council is responsible for within the City boundary. Therefore there is a huge scope of 
work that the Geodata services unit is involved with. Examples include the mapping of soil 
types, waterways, land parcel zoning, sewage pipes, vacant residential land, location of 
building consents issued and many more. 
The GIS provides the medium to record and maintain a database of assets and operations 
(i.e. locations of building permits issued aiding in the various management decision 
making relative to divisions within the Council). 
Environment Canterbury is the Regional Council for Canterbury and as such is responsible 
for the sustainable management of the natural and physical resources within the Canterbury 
region. GIS is again used predominately as a geographical database to record various 
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geographical data for the purposes of aiding in management responsibilities. For example 
the Regional Council has responsibilities in both regional land transport and public 
passenger transport. A GIS is used to store and map all the bus stop locations with 
associated attributes of bus numbers to each bus stop. The GIS therefore provides the 
possibility to query geographical data and combine with various other layers to produce 
custom maps particular to specific management requirements. 
In summary the CCC Geodata services unit uses a GIS as a geographical information 
database from which various divisions within the council and from the private sector can 
purchase data. Data is typically provided in a printed format (A4 - AO) and custom maps 
can be printed out based on the layers of information required by the client. Environment 
Canterbury uses a GIS as a management tool to store and query the locations of natural and 
physical resources with the Canterbury region. The GIS provides the means to display 
useful information such as location of water wells, Ngai Tahu land settlement areas, and 
various other categories on their website acting as a limited geographical information 
library. 
5.5 Personal research 
The purpose of my research is to assess the applicability of GIS as a tool in the planning 
and design of more sustainable subdivision development. As part of this research I 
participated in a publicly held meeting of the Otautahi ecovillage group and conducted an 
informal telephone interview with members of the group regarding site selection criteria. 
The Otautahi ecovillage group is a group of like-minded Christchurch residents 
disillusioned with current residential development options who are seeking to establish an 
urban ecovillage within the Christchurch area. Many of their criteria for the planning and 
design of the ecovillage are in line with sustainable landscape principles. As such, a test 
case GIS analysis will be conducted based on the groups site selection criteria to find 
optimum sites within the Christchurch City boundary. 
A second test case incorporating site selection criteria based on the attributes summarised 
from chapter 5 will be conducted. The resultant land parcels from this analysis will be 
compared to results from test case 1 to evaluate relative success of the two approaches. 
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5.6 Test case 1 - Optimum sites for the establishment of an urban 
ecovillage within the Christchurch City boundary. 
Aim 
The aim of this test case is to provide an analysis of the Christchurch area using a GIS to 
define areas that suit a set of site selection criteria as defined by the Otautahi ecovillage 
group for the establish of an urban ecovillage. The analysis will serve as a first stage filter 
at the planning level in defining areas within the Christchurch City boundary that in reality 
would warrant further consideration and on-site inspection. 
Scope 
The precise geographic area to be evaluated is defined by the Christchurch City boundary 
as illustrated in Appendix 3. p.91. This map also provides a template, which contributes to 
the overall analysis by providing actual vacant land parcels within the Christchurch City 
boundary (June 2001) suitable for residential development. The land parcel areas are 
defined below. 
Vacant land Classifications: 
1. Vacant Lot: A land parcel under 4000m2, with access and service. These pieces of 
land are theoretically ready to be built on. Part sections available through cross 
leasing are not included. 
2. Potential for Development: A land parcel greater then 4000m2, which has an 
existing dwelling or is being used for a non-residential purpose (e.g. greenhouse or 
garden etc). Such parcels would require subdivision before being built on. 
3. Undeveloped land: Land parcels greater than 4000m2 and not classified as 
Potential for Development. These would generally be subdivided before being built 
on. 
4. Under appeal: Includes those areas zoned residential in the City Plan Decisions 
released in May 1999, and are vacant, but have had appeals to the Environment 
Court lodged against them. 
5. City Plan Zoning Deferred: Areas which are proposed to be zoned residential as a 
result of the City Plan but require additional conditions before they can be 
developed as urban. 
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For the purposes of this analysis all land parcels will be considered as areas available for 
purchase and thus suitable for further consideration. 
Type of Analysis 
This analysis serves to provide decision support in identifying potential sites by providing 
various maps containing areas within the defined boundary that meet the site selection 
criteria. The maps will enable a more efficient process for the identification of specific 
sites, which will then lead to the final selection of a suitable site. 
Terms of Reference 
The following criteria will be used in this analysis, listed in order of importance with 
associated numerical priority ranking values of each criterion in brackets. 
• Appropriate zoning for residential development (15) 
• Total land area between 5 Ha - 20 Ha 
• Unobstructed exposure to the North, NNE or NNW for solar gain (10) 
• Good air quality (5) 
• A minimum of 1500 metres from overhead high tension power lines 
• Soil not contaminated and suitable to be built on and able to be adapted to safely 
grow food (3) 
• Ability to manage stormwater and grey water on-site. (3) (A function of soil type 
i.e. water infiltration ability and also a resource consent issue to be resolved 
before site purchase) 
• Walkable distance (400 metres) to public transport nodes (i.e. bus stops, train stops) 
• Near community facilities i.e. schools, supermarkets and shopping malls and 
generally defined commercial employment zones within the Christchurch City 
boundary. 
• 113 - V2 of the total land area to be available as open space (includes productive 
land uses) (A design consideration once a land parcel is selected) 
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Products 
The products of this analysis will consist of the following hard copy maps: 
1. A general map showing all the land parcels within the Christchurch City boundary 
that meet the groups site selection criteria irrespective of area (This map illustrates 
the adjacency of suitable land parcels ranging in area from 1 hectare upwards) 
2. A map showing the ranking of final land parcels based on the priority weighting of 
site selection criteria and within the 5 - 20 hectare criterion. 
3. A map showing suitable sites in relation to community facilities, such as 
employment zones, shopping centres and schools. 
In support of theses maps a concluding section summarises the findings including a table 
containing areas of the suitable sites and proximity to community facilities. An overall 
recommendation will evaluate the findings of the analysis. 
Data Sources 
To prepare appropriate themes/ layers for the analysis that are specific to each criterion, the 
following secondary data has been obtained. 
• DTM (Digital terrain model - enables aspect to be obtained) (Lincoln University) 
• Soil Maps - soil types and soil suitability of soils for urban use. (Landcare 
Research) 
• Vacant Residential land Register 
• Bus stop locations 
• Air quality data 
(Christchurch City Council) 
(Environment Canterbury) 
(Environment Canterbury) 
• Community facilities - The locations of community facilities have been digitised 
into the GIS software from a 1:50000 Topographical Map obtained from the 
Topomap database provided by Lincoln University. 
Methodology 
Both the Raster and Vector model functions of Arcview 8.1 are used. This is because both 
point data (i.e. specific and unique to a certain location) and continuous data (which is 
continuous and varies over distance, such as elevation) are used in the analysis. Also the 
spatial analylst extension is used to enable spatial queries to be performed such as creating 
a buffer distance of 400 metres from bus stops. See Fig 5.9 for an overview of the analysis. 
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Fig 5.9, Reduced scale flowchart of the overlay process for Test Case 1. 
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Overlay rationale and assumptions 
The vacant land register layer provides a 'cookie cutter' for all available land parcels 
within the Christchurch City boundary irrespective of the site selection criteria. Factors 
such as, the proximity to public transport nodes, proximity to overhead high voltage power 
lines and air quality provide initial criteria that exclude certain land parcels from selection. 
Therefore the first stage of the overlay process excludes such land parcels that do not meet 
such initial criteria. Due to lack of more specific air quality data, two generally defined air 
quality zones are used. These air quality zones have been classified as a function of the 
effects of urban pollution. Simply put, air quality is of a higher standard in zone 2, which is 
outside of the built up urban area. 
Aspect analysis is treated in two parts. On the flat expanse of the Canterbury plains, North, 
NNE and NNW aspect is assumed to be accessible and so all sites on the plains shall be 
considered equally likely to have full potential to solar orientation. An initial aspect 
derivation from the digital elevation model revealed only land parcels on the Port hills 
showed any significant limitations for solar gain. Therefore land parcels on the Port hills 
shall be assessed separately for potential for solar gain. 
Data preparation (see appendices 3-8, p.91-97 for graphic) 
• Proximity to public transport nodes 
This theme or layer is the combination of two buffer operations that include proximity to 
bus stops and to train stations. A buffer operation of 400 metres around all bus stops 
defines an area within a five-minute walk to all bus stops. 
A buffer operation of 3000 metres from existing train stations establishes an area within 
reasonable cycle distance of all train stations. Both buffer layers are then combined using a 
merge operation to create the 'Public transport' layer. 
• Proximity to power lines 
This layer is the result of a buffer operation of 1500 metres from any high voltage 
overhead power line. The layer can then be used to exclude land parcels that overlap the 
1500 metre zone using operations such as erase. 
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• Vacant Residential Land 
This theme contains defined lots within the Christchurch City boundary (see appendix 3, 
p.91) as of June 2001. For the purposes of this analysis the factor weighting shall be ranked 
such that the higher numerical values are most desirable. The rationale behind this ranking 
is as follows: 
Undeveloped - These land parcels are ranked highest due to their area characteristic of 
greater than 4000m2 and high suitability for residential subdivision. Undeveloped land is 
the largest component of vacant residential land and therefore also the most likely to 
provide the most suitable site. 
Potential for development - Ranked second highest due to land area size of greater than 
4000m2 and less than 1 hectare, these land parcels are very suitable for subdivision 
development if adjacent sites are consolidated. Formally used for market gardening these 
sections have associated good soil and aspect. 
Under City appeal - These land parcels are ranked third due to their potential to provide 
suitable sized sections (area un specified). The limiting factor of these land parcels is the 
pending Environment Court appeals lodged against them due to rezoning decisions. 
Vacant lots - These land parcels are only acceptable if adjacent lots are purchased 
together to meet the area requirement of between 5-20 hectares. As such they receive a low 
ranking. 
City plan zoning deferred - These land parcels are not considered appropriate due to 
rezoning decisions and subsequent Environment Court appeals deeming them unavailable 
for development until Council and Court decisions are resolved. 
Table 3. Vacant residential land classification 
Class Class_val Crieval Vaclnd_suit 
Potential for development 3 15 45 
Undeveloped 4 15 60 
Vacant lots 1 15 15 
Under City appeal 2 15 30 
City plan zoning defered 0 15 0 
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• Air quality 
This layer contains air quality zones as a function of the spatial relationship to urban 
density and associated air pollution concentration. The zones will be given factor values 
reflecting the relative air quality with the highest numerical value associated with better air 
quality. Zone 1 (Z 1) is representative of the lowest air quality as a function of the 
proximity to urban density and associated traffic congestion and industrial activity. Zone 2 
(Z2) is associated with better air quality due to the relative distance from urban density and 
industry. Due to limitations in available data, the air quality zones are far from ideal as air 
quality measures. There is no account of climatic variations such as the effects of wind and 
seasonal variation due to the effects that log fires have during winter to air quality. 
Table 4. Air quality classification 
Zone Airjac_val Air_criC weight Aicsuicvai 
ZI 1 5 5 
Z2 3 5 15 
• Soil Layer 
This layer is pre-prepared by Landcare Research New Zealand Ltd and contains the 
geographic location of soil types within the Christchurch City boundary. Soil map unit 
boundaries were compiled in digital format from the relevant parts of the maps listed in 
Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5 List of soil maps used to compile the 1:25000 base map 
Report Name Report Map scale 
Christchurch Region NZ Soil Survey Report 16 1:63360 
Part Paparua County NZ Soil Bureau Bulletin 34 1:31 860 
Part of the Port Hills NZ Soil Bureau Bulletin 35 1:31 860 
Heathcote County NZ Soil Bureau Report 1 1:31 860 
Part of the Port Hills Unpublished map 1:10 000 
Sumner Region NZ Soil Survey Report 70 1:8000 
Landcare Research New Zealand Ltd, (2001) 
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1. Urban use 
A database was constructed by Landcare Research New Zealand Ltd containing attributes 
affecting land use for each map unit. The soils are classified according to their suitability 
for urban use. Classification criteria include properties such as natural drainage, soil 
strength, topography and susceptibility to erosion. Many of these limiting factors can be 
overcome, but they do impose added costs to lands development for urban use, Landcare 
Research New Zealand Ltd (2001). 
Classification of soil types into suitability classes for urban use. 
Al- Suitable for all kinds of urban use, but not of high horticultural versatility. 
A2- Suitable for all kinds of urban use, and also of high horticultural versatility. 
A3 - Limitations of high water tables requiring substantial modification for urban uses 
(i.e. drainage and or filling) 
Bl- Suitability for moderate density residential development, unsuitable for commercial 
and industrial use. 
B2 - Marginally suitable for low-density residential use, suitability site dependent. 
C - Severe limitations of slope, erosion and difficult access. 
The classes are given appropriate factor weighting as follows. 
Table S. Soil suitability classification for urban use 
Soil class Soil_val Criteria_val Soil_suiC val 
Al 4 3 12 
A2 5 3 15 
A3 1 3 3 
Bl 3 3 9 
B2 2 3 6 
C a 3 a 
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2. Storm water infiltration potential 
This layer contains classification of soils into classes as a function of their depth to an 
impermeable layer and or capacity for free drainage. The infiltration values 1-3 are 
associated with each infiltration class with the highest numerical value the most suitable. 
Table 6. Stormwater infiltration potential classification 
Infiltn_class Soil type Infiltn_ val Infiltn_crit Infiltrn_suiC val 
Deep Sand/sandy loam 3 3 9 
Mod deep Sandy loam/ silt 2 3 6 
loam 
Shallow Shallow sandy 1 3 3 
loam/silt loam 
• Aspect 
As mentioned earlier aspect analysis only applies to land parcels on the Port hills. From the 
Digital terrain model, aspect can be derived and reclassified to display areas with North, 
North nor east, and North nor west. Aspect values are classified as follows. 
Table 7. Aspect classification 
Class Class_val Cricweight SuiCval 
Flat 1 10 10 
North 5 10 50 
NNE & 3 10 30 
NNW 
All other 0 10 0 
In order to evaluate the land parcels on the Port hills a new shapefile (Porthills.shp) is 
created which contains all the vacant land parcels situated on the Port hills. An overlay of 
the Porthills layer and the derived aspect layer using the Intersect operation then isolates 
land parcels with North, NNE and NNW orientation. 
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Overlay process 
Once all the themes are prepared and ready for analysis the overlay process can begin. The 
final theme will display the resultant areas of the spatial combinations. By combining all 
the suitability values from all other layers into a new field called Rank, a ranking of land 
parcels can enable the most suitable sites to be displayed based on the highest numerical 
site_val numbers. 
The community facilities theme can then be displayed together with the final theme to 
visually analyse the spatial relationships of suitable sites to community resources, such as 
schools, shopping malls, and employment zones, providing another critical component to 
the overall analysis. 
Flow Chart of the GIS analysis 
The flow chart in appendix 1, P 87 shows the methodology used in the analysis and the 
various operations on the data that lead to the final output maps. 
Summary of findings 
The final layer isolated four land parcels out of the original 4172 from the Vacant land 
shapefile. By combining the final layer with the community resources layer a visual 
assessment of proximity to resources such as schools, supermarkets and malls, and 
employment zones was conducted. The distance tool was then used to obtain relative 
distances from each site to community resources. (summarised below). 
T bi 8 S a e ° ummaryo SUI a e Sl es m e ma f °t blOt ° th fi II aver 
Area unit Zone Area Rank Dist to Dist to Dist to 
code (hectares) schools supermarkets/mall employment 
(mtr) (mtr) zone (mtr) 
Parklands L1 16.324 1 350-980 3800 280-3400 
Redwood L1A 5.621 2 690- 3100 2800-3000 
North 2200 
Travis L1 8.514 3 950 3000 2800-3000 
Travis L1 7.521 3 700- 2700-3100 770-1650 
1200 
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Based on the above results, my recommendation to the Otautahi ecovillage group is to 
more closely investigate the above sites in the order as specified by the ranking in the 
table. 
Evaluation of results. 
The suitability mapping process involved the overlay of selected themes or layers using 
spatial join or boundary operations for the purpose of isolating suitable land parcels that 
meet the groups site selection criteria. By adding in suitability values into the attribute 
tables of each theme/ layer a final numerical ranking value indicated the overall site 
suitability for each resultant land parceL 
However, despite the success of this process, there are considerations that need to be taken 
into account. The spatial join operations act as 'cookie cutters' providing a template that 
selects areas only within the boundary of the template. As part of this process layers are 
combined and resultant themes take on the properties of the constituent themes in the 
operation. For example, when using the public transport layer to clip out all vacant land 
parcels within the public transport boundary, the resultant layer consisted of an additional 
boundary within the vacant land parcel polygons. This resulted in a number of dissected 
land parcels effectively reducing their true area by creating adjacent polygons (new land 
parcels) within their true cadastral boundary. However, most of these effects were not 
consequential in the analysis due to a majority of sites being eliminated in the overlay 
process. 
This test case used site selection criteria established by the Otautahi ecovillage group. The 
following test case uses the same data. However, site selection criteria is based on the 
slowly changing foundation variables that regulate sustainable development (Table 1, p.30) 
and also the key characteristics of ecologically sustainable community landscapes 
summarised in chapter 3. The results of this second analysis are compared to Test Case 1 
and results evaluated. 
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5.7 Test case 2. Site selection for a sustainable neighbourhood 
development within the Christchurch City boundary 
Aim 
The aim of this test case is to provide an analysis of the Christchurch area using a GIS to 
define areas that suit a set of site selection criteria as defined by the Forman foundation 
variables. The selected areas will be deemed the most appropriate for the establishment of 
a sustainable neighbourhood development. 
Scope 
The Christchurch City vacant land register June 2001, again defines the geographic area 
for this analysis (see appendix 3, p.91). 
Type of Analysis 
This analysis serves two functions: Firstly, to apply sustainable landscape theory to the site 
selection criteria: Secondly, to test the accuracy of Test Case 1 by offering a comparative 
test case within the same geographic area. 
Terms of Reference 
The attributes below are prioritised based on the order of the foundation variables that 
regulate sustainable development as specified by Forman (see p, 30) 
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Table 9. GIS applicable planning attributes. 
Sustainable landscape characteristic GIS specific criteria 
1. Ecological soil management Restrict building 
development to appropriate 
soil types. 
2. Preservation of ecologically sensitive areas Identify and protect so as to 
exclude development in 
these areas. 
3. On-site stormwater management Soil type and depth to an 
impermeable infiltration 
layer. 
4. Air quality management Exclusion of areas for 
development with poor air 
quality and atmosphere. 
5. Productive landscape Soil type and condition 
6. Solar orientation Aspect-North, NNE, NNW 
7. Walking proximity to public transport nodes Within a 400 mtr (5 minute) 
radius 
8. Close proximity to or connection via public transport to Buffer distances around 
major commercial employment centres. public transport nodes and 
employment centres. 
9. Walking proximity to community amenities-schools, Buffer 400 mtr distance 
shops, and supermarkets. from shops, supermarkets 
and assess distance to 
schools. 
Products 
The products of this analysis will consist of the following hard copy maps: 
1. A map of the final land parcels, as a function of the priority weighting of the site 
selection criteria and within the 5-20 hectare criterion. 
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In support of this map a concluding section summarises the findings including a table 
containing total area of each suitable site and proximity to community facilities such as, 
schools, supermarkets and general employment zones. An overall recommendation will 
evaluate the findings of the analysis. 
Data Sources 
Refer to page 57 for a complete list of Data sources. 
Methodology 
Due to the changes in the ranking of criteria the associated weighting values were changed. 
A new layer 'ecologically sensitive areas' was created to represent Biological productivity 
and Biological diversity. The rational for this layer is that there must be sufficient habitat 
for both Biological productivity and diversity to occur. See the following 'Ecologically 
sensitive areas section for more detail. Refer to Appendix 2 p.89 for the methodology flow 
chart. 
• Soil Layer (criteria value changed from 3 to 15, Table 10) 
This layer is seen as a fundamental component of the analysis in restricting building 
development to the most appropriate soil types. Refer page 61 for complete detail. 
Table 10. Reclassified soil suitability for urban use. 
Soil class SoiLval Criteria_val SoiLsuiC val 
Al 4 15 60 
A2 5 15 75 
A3 1 15 15 
Bl 3 15 45 
B2 2 15 30 
C 0 15 0 
• Ecologically sensitive areas 
This layer is a composite layer consisting of riparian stream corridors, native vegetation 
remnants and wetland areas, prepared as follows: 
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Recommendations for vegetated stream corridor widths are suggested between 10-20 
metres or more (Lucas and Christchurch City Council, 1998, p.45). However a recent 
initiative in North America and Canada is to provide a vegetated width sufficient to allow 
for the development of a mature riparian vegetation profile. The width of the stream 
corridor buffer must therefore be of appropriate width to allow for development of a native 
riparian vegetation profile, but also, to provide a safe buffer distance from development in 
the event of a tree toppling over. Based on this premise, the riparian buffer distance for this 
analysis is 45 metres in response to the mature height of a Kahikatea (Dacrydium 
dacrydiodes). 
Native vegetation remnants and wetland areas were digitised into this layer referenced 
from the 1 :50000 topographic Map. The resultant layer contains riparian corridors of all 
Christchurch streams and rivers combined with the native vegetation remnant and wetland 
areas. 
• Storm water infiltration potential (criteria value changed from 3 to 10) 
See p.54 for an explanation of the infiltration numerical values. 
Table 11. Reclassified storm water infitration potential 
Infiltn_ class Soil type Infiltn_ val Infiltn_crit Infiltrn_suiC val 
Deep Sand/sandy loam 3 10 30 
Mod deep Sandy loam/ silt 2 10 20 
loam 
Shallow Shallow sandy I 10 10 
loam/silt loam 
• Air quality (criteria value changed from 5 to 8) 
T bl 12 R I oft r a e ec assl Ica Ion 0 aIr qua I ~y f ° l't 
Zone Air_fac_ val AiccriC weight AicsuiCval 
Zl 1 8 8 
Z2 3 8 24 
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• Productive landscape 
This is a new layer and is classified according to the potential of the soil for horticultural 
versatility as defined by Landcare Research soil map 1997. Potential horticultural 
versatility classified as follows: 
1 - Very high versatility, 
2 - High versatility, 
3 - Moderate versatility, 
4 - Limited versatility, 
5 - Very limited versatility, 
6 - Least versatile. 
Therefore the ranking of the highest ranked Hort_ vals are associated with the most suitable 
conditions for horticultural versatility. 
Table 13 Horticultural versatility classifications 
Horticultural Horcval HorCcriC val HorCsuit 
class 
1 10 5 50 
2 8 5 40 
3 5 5 25 
4 2 5 10 
5 1 5 5 
6 0 5 0 
• Buffer from power lines 
It was decided to keep this layer as part of the analysis, which is a function of air or 
atmosphere quality and consistent with Forman's foundation variables (f) Atmosphere. 
• Aspect 
It was decided to assess aspect only if sites on the Port hills were selected in the analysis. 
Sites on the Canterbury plains were treated as in test case 1. 
• Walking proximity to public transport nodes 
This layer is not altered from test case 1. 
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• Proximity to community amenities - supermarket, malls and local shops 
Again to be assessed as a function of distance to resultant land parcels. 
Overlay process 
The overlay process is consistent with test case 1 by using the same type of spatial join 
operations in the combination of layers. However due to the introduction of 'Ecological 
areas' into the overlay process and the different sequence of overlay as determined by the 
hierarchy of the Forman foundation variables, a different overlay process results, (see Fig 
5.10, note full-scale flowchart appendix 2, p.89) 
Fig 5.10, Reduced scale flowchart of the overlay process for Test Case 2 
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Evaluation of results 
The final layer has isolated the same four land parcels as in Test Case 1. However, one of 
the Travis land parcels, as indicated in the table, has been dissected (creating five final land 
parcels) as a result of the overlay operation. The ranking has also changed, with the 
Redwood North land parcel ranked highest. Despite the ranking, the Parklands site is 
closest to both supermarkets/ malls and employment areas making it the most suitable 
option. 
T hI 14 S a e ummary 0 f 't hI 't ' th fi II SUI a e Sl es m e ma ayer, 
Area unit Zone Area Rank Dist to Dist to Dist to 
code (hectares) schools supermarkets/mall employment 
(mtr) (mtr) zone (mtr) 
Redwood LIA 5.621 1 542 2785 600-1000 
North 
Parklands Ll 16.304 2 50 575 200-3500 
Travis Ll 8.514 3 630 1800-3000 2100-3100 
Travis Ll 5.932 3 750 2000-2500 1600-3000 
(two parts 
combined) 
The purpose of this analysis was to use the key attributes of sustainable landscapes from 
the case study analysis and apply Forman's foundation variables as a framework for the 
criteria weighting of the attributes. The priority weighting of specific layers was changed 
in accordance with the order of importance of specific foundation variables. New layers 
were also created to meet as near as possible the categories in the foundation variables. 
The correlation of resultant land parcels from both test cases suggests the validity of the 
results as indicative of optimum vacant land parcels within the Christchurch City boundary 
for the establishment of a more sustainable settlement. 
The nature of the overlay process dissects layers in each step and, as a result, cadastral 
boundaries of vacant land parcels are not maintained. Therefore, there are land parcels that 
do not meet the site area criteria of between 5-20 hectares. However, if these dissected land 
parcels were considered using a criteria such as 50% or greater of the original land parcel 
must be represented in the final layer to deemed acceptable, there would be a greater range 
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of suitable land parcels. This consideration is important to allow subjective valuation of the 
results to aid decision-making and avoid total reliance on the GIS in decision-making. 
The following chapter explores the application of GIS at the site design level and for the 
purposes of this analysis the Parklands land parcel is used. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Applicability of GIS at the site design level 
6.1 Aim 
The aim of this chapter is to test the applicability of a GIS at the site design level for the 
design of a sustainable neighbourhood in Christchurch. 
6.2 Design process 
In contrast to the analytical approach of the suitability mapping methodology in chapter 5, 
the site design process will use GIS in a more graphic capacity. Suitability mapping is not 
appropriate at this finer level as the objective is not to exclude areas within the site but 
rather to design within the existing on-site characteristics. In reality a site evaluation would 
take place in order to gain an in-depth understanding of the physical and social processes 
of the site and surrounding area. The subsequent design would aim to integrate the 
environmental constraints with the cultural and social aspects particular to the site and 
surrounding context. 
For the purposes of this project the site evaluation is limited, and based solely on a recent 
aerial photograph and data obtained in the test cases from chapter 5. Information such as 
existing vegetation cover, roads, surrounding urban context, soil data, erosion 
susceptibility and base rock type were derived from this information. There are obvious 
limitations to the accuracy of this method due to the low resolution of the aerial photo, and 
the assumption that data is still current. However, a more thorough site evaluation, which 
examines the biophysical and cultural qualities of the site, was beyond the scope of this 
project. The following design therefore responds to this data and the key characteristics of 
sustainable neighbourhoods as summarised in chapter 3. More specifically the proposed 
development contains the following attributes: 
• Pedestrian friendly 
• Extensive linked walking/ cycle paths that link to surrounding paths 
• 113 -1 /2 of the total site area to be common open space -includes horticultural areas 
• Solar orientation of all buildings 
• Common house facility 
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• Cluster development of buildings 
• Building density of between 6-9 units/acre. 
• Diversity of building types to accommodate diversity of living arrangements and 
family types. 
• Habitat preservation and scope for extensive planting 
• On-site stormwater management 
• Provision for income on site via rental apartments 
6.3 Methodology 
Aerial photograph rectification 
In order to combine the aerial photograph into the GIS, the aerial photograph was rectified 
and referenced to New Zealand map grid (NZMG) in order to give it an actual geographic 
location. In practise, a Global positioning system (GPS) would be used to obtain 
geographic reference points from prominent features in the landscape that are visible on 
the aerial photograph. The GPS points would then be converted into a text file and 
imported into the GIS to be displayed as geographic point locations. The location of the 
GPS points on the un-rectified aerial photograph would then be linked to the actual GPS 
points and the aerial photograph put through a process that stretches it to a best fit of the 
GPS points. The resultant rectified aerial image is geographically correct (with limits) and 
can be incorporated with other GIS data. 
Actual GPS readings were not obtained for this project. However, the GPS text file was 
created based on the NZMG coordinates obtained from the digital topomap geographic 
database. The aerial photograph was then successfully rectified and added into the GIS to 
be used as a base map for the design. 
Digitising in the layers 
Various new layers were then created as part of the design process. New layers such as 
building footprints, common space, private space, carpark layout and roads were created in 
such a way as to represent the key qualities and attributes of sustainable neighbourhoods as 
summarised in chapter 5. New features specific to each layer were then digitised to form 
various shaped polygons. For example the XTools extension in Arcview enabled the 
relative areas of all polygons to be displayed. This function was useful when creating the 
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building footprints, (i.e. the building footprint that represented two adjacent three-bedroom 
terrace houses with a common wall was assigned the dimension 20x 1 0 metres, area 200 
m2). Other building footprints ranging in area between 200 m2_ 400 m2, and 1000m2 for the 
common house were assigned in the same manner. The dimensions and subsequent areas 
were based on the footprints of building types in the Earthsong development, as it was 
considered most closely aligned with this proposed development. 
The same technique was used for the carparks layer and common and private space layers. 
This area function enabled calculations to be made very easily enabling the design to be 
amended to better meet the design criteria. For example, calculations such as the total 
percentage of common area, total building footprint and total car park area. From this 
process a general layout was created that provides an overall spatial definition to the 
concept proposal. I believe that at present this is the limit to GIS at site design level. It 
would then be advised to complete the finer scale design work using traditional draughting 
techniques or with AutoCAD, VectorWorks or similar draughtinglengineering program. 
6.4 Conceptual plan 
Site layout - see p.77 
Profile: 
• Gross land area - 17.208 hectares 
• Total number of units - 283 + potential for accommodation in common house. 
(58 four-bdrm terrace houses, 108 three-bedroom terrace houses, 54 two-bdrm flats, 
14 two-bdrm town houses, 48 one-bdrm flats, 1 common house) 
• Gross building area - 2.937 hectares (17%) 
• Gross common open space area - 5.641 hectares (33%) 
• Building density - 7 units/acre, not inclusive of common house 
• Distance to bus stops - 50-100 metres to edge of site 
• Distance to public playground/park - adjacent to site 
• Distance to supermarket/mall- 583 metres 
• Nearby recreational opportunities - Waimari Golf course, Waimari beach, Bottle 
lake forest park, Travis wetland, Queen Elizabeth II recreation centre, 
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Legend 
2x4bdrm+2x2bdrm , 
, 
C 2x3bdrm+2bdrm 
, 
C 4x1 bdrm_Ilat 
, 
I . _ JI Terac_ 4bdrm 
C Common house 
C Proposed Carparks 
Waimari goll course 
Proposed roads 
Parklands Vacant Land 
Bus stop locations 
6.5 Summary 
While not comparable to AutoCAD, Vector works or similar design/engineering software 
program, it is possible to create a general layout graphic using Arcview. The graphic can 
be easily edited to meet new site design spatial characteristics and provide the means to 
classify and display various conditions in each layer. For example each building type was 
given a unique numerical value and description that enabled each building type to be 
displayed with a unique colour, providing a more readable display. Further-more, queries 
such as the total number of specific building types and total area of specific building types 
are easily done. The geographic reference provides for a spatial accuracy in the base map 
and the capability to combine additional information such as the locations of bus stops, 
roads, streams, surrounding open space network, walking paths, playgrounds, locations of 
supermarkets, dairies, shopping malls, and general employment areas. This graphic display 
creates a useful contextual framework from which to base design decisions and justify the 
design proposal to prospective clients. 
It is this area that GIS is most useful in landscape architecture. The ability to isolate layers 
of complex information helps to clarify and quantify complex relationships between spatial 
data. Also, the ability to query spatial data and create new layers specific to an analysis, 
such as buffer distances or spatial joins based on certain criteria make it a useful tool at the 
broad scale design and planning level. It is my conclusion that GIS is, at present, better 
utilised at the site planning level. The finer scale information and methodology required for 
creating design solutions requires a more sensitive approach to problem resolution, which 
GIS is not designed for. 
In terms of neighbourhood development, the resultant plan is a rather crude and 'clunky' 
design that responds more to the design criteria alone than any site-specific qualities and as 
such can be criticised for being simplistic. The design is only specific to the site by the 
limitations of cadastral boundary constraints and open space linkages to the Public Park, 
school and neighbouring bus stop locations. The neighbourhood concept plan does contain 
attributes common to ecologically sustainable neighbourhoods as listed on page 22, 
however Arcview GIS was used in a rather forceful fashion to produce the concept plan. I 
found Arcview GIS to be very useful for composing the spatial elements surrounding the 
site, that clarified the immediate surrounding landscape context and influenced design 
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decision-making. (For example, the location of a central open space area to accommodate 
access through to the bus stops and the linkages of proposed roads to surrounding existing 
roads). Due to the limitation of geographical data within the site the application of GIS for 
site design was very constraining. 
A more thorough site evaluation with the inclusion of spot heights from a GPS would have 
been an interesting exercise in order to create a digital terrain model (DTM) of the site. 
The aerial photo could then be draped over the DTM providing a useful 3D representation 
of the site. It is in this area that GIS and GPS technology is best applied at the site design 
level. Creating accurate base maps and 3D terrain models, which can then be imported into 
software such as AutoCAD, Vectorworks or similar CAD based software. An accurate 
base map with specific spatial data included, such as bus stop locations, surrounding open 
space areas, walk ways or any other important geographical feature would form an 
important contribution in the design process. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
7.1 Review of objectives 
The goal of this research has firstly been to defme a workable framework for the planning 
and design of sustainable landscapes in New Zealand. Secondly and more specifically, the 
research has focused on defining a set of key spatial attributes of sustainable 
neighbourhoods that could be incorporated into a GIS analysis and used to aid in the 
planning and design of such developments. 
Literature on sustainable development, sustainable landscapes and landscape ecology was 
examined to provide the theoretical context for the principles of sustainable neighbourhood 
development. A multiple case study analysis of exemplary sustainable neighbourhood 
developments was then used to identify a set of spatial attributes that could be incorporated 
in a GIS analysis at both the site planning and site design levels. The application of a GIS 
for these purposes could then be assessed and critiqued based on the results of the two test 
case GIS analysis. 
7.2 Summary of findings 
The principle of a sustainable landscape is not overly difficult to define (see p.l.). Yet the 
development of a sustainable landscape in telms of the spatial qualities and the 
infrastructure required is not quite so clear-cut. Literature provides the guiding framework 
for the direction in which we must head in order to sustain not only our natural resources 
and living ecosystems, but ultimately the longevity ofthe human species. 
There is a common thread in the legislation of many countries around the world that 
reflects the changing worldview to incorporate the concept of sustainability in policies 
concerned with economics through to fisheries. In New Zealand the RMA reflects this 
concem with an ovelTiding purpose to promote the sustainable management of natural and 
physical resources. It is the responsibility of local Govemment within New Zealand to 
implement the plans and policies that bring the principle of the RMA into effect. 
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There is great uncertainty at local government level in New Zealand as to how to bring 
about changes in current land development practise so as to be consistent with the principle 
of sustainable development. Traditional Greenfield subdivision development is an 
unsustainable practise in terms of the conservation of ecological processes and the long-
term economic and social well being of neighbourhood communities. It is common to learn 
from the success of others and incorporate and adapt where appropriate the workings of 
successful projects to local conditions. Neighbourhood development is no different, and an 
alternative to traditional subdivision development is that ofthe more socially and 
environmentally sustainable communities. The examination of the five exemplary case 
studies provides a useful set of key attributes that can be applied to neighbourhood 
development in New Zealand. Sustainability is after all a direction; a dynamic process that 
must be evaluated and assessed at moments in time. It is clear that current land 
development practises are unsustainable, and so a change of direction is required. 
GIS is somewhat under utilised as a tool in the profession of landscape architecture. This 
spatial database provides the means to store, integrate, manipulate, query, model and 
display geographically referenced and associated attribute data for the purposes of 
supporting decision-making in the planning and design process. 
A GIS spatial analysis requires a set of criteria and accurate data to be effective and 
provide a meaningful result. Of the 23 attributes identified in the planning and design 
matrix (p.28), 10 were deemed applicable to incorporate into a GIS spatial analysis. 
Further refining of the attributes to be more specific for each test case, i.e. defining a 
spatial boundary of 400 metres from all public transport nodes (5 minute walk), enabled a 
workable set of criteria to be established. Each test case had a unique, although similar set 
of criteria. With Test case one's criteria defined by the Otautahi Eco village group and Test 
case two's criteria shaped by Forman's foundation variables. 
In order for the analysis to be effective in defining optimum sites for the development of 
more sustainable neighbourhoods within Christchurch, the ranking of criteria by the 
inclusion of a numerical criteria value was an important step in the overlay process. It is at 
this stage, that the GIS analyst in terms of placing a hierarchy on the data first shapes the 
analysis. It is at this stage that critique or cross examination is most likely to occur. There 
must be strong and plausible rationale as to the ranking of data. Also the numerical ranking 
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of each sub-category within a class, i.e. numerical values assigned to each of the soil 
suitability classes AI, A2, A3, BI, B2, and C is an important step in preparing data for the 
spatial analysis. It is here that the availability and accuracy of current secondary data is 
vital in obtaining a meaningful result to the analysis. 
The application of GIS within the scope of this dissertation has proven to be extremely 
effective at the site planning level for the site selection of a more sustainable 
neighbourhood development within the Christchurch City boundary. Both Test Cases 
identified the same four land parcels suggesting a good indication that these sites are the 
optimum sites within the Christchurch City boundary. A critique of the overlay process is 
that land parcels were dissected during the various spatial operations creating separate 
polygons within Cadastral boundaries. The effects of which excluded many adjacent land 
parcels that if combined would have met the site area criteria. The incorporation of an 
intermediate step in which resultant layers are assessed, and where appropriate Cadastral 
boundaries restored would have been an interesting exercise, in terms of comparing final 
resultant layers. As suggested in section 4.9 if the dissected land parcels were considered 
on a criteria such as 50 % or greater of the original land parcel must be represented in the 
final layer to be deemed acceptable, and if so Cadastral boundaries restored. 
The application of GIS at the finer site level was rather crude and unconvincing in the 
design sense. Even at this level the GIS was most effective when applying a planning 
methodology such as isolating layers and ensuring each layer contained the specifics to 
met each criteria (i.e. total area of common space, total building footprint area). The 
process was more mathematical than creative and the design solution expresses this. GIS is 
more useful as a design support tool in which geographically referenced spatial 
information in the surrounding landscape can be visualised and queried to aid decision 
making in the design process. It is at this stage that the applicability of GIS ceases and 
more traditional design methods are required to further resolve site details and provide a 
more convincing design. 
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7.3 Recommendations for future research 
In my opinion sustainable landscape planning and design is at the heart of landscape 
architecture. Any research that connects people to the principles and practises of 
sustainable landscape design and contributes to the body of knowledge aids in the 
development of a more responsible society. Research on the spatial qualities of sustainable 
landscape characteristics is an important step in providing tangible examples to designers, 
policy makers and the general public. For it is only by experiencing and witnessing built 
sustainable landscapes that people’s attitudes will be shaped providing a means to 
knowingly or unknowingly connect to this principle. 
“…. a human scale, variety in form, a design that promotes socialising, facilities for 
common use, a tenure form that allows resident participation, a stimulating and safe place 
for play, and a mix of different households living together. These criteria might make up a 
policy of liveability” Brigid Krantz: Professor of Department of Building functions 
analysis, school of Architecture, University of Lund. 
 
The power of GIS and its application to creating more sustainable landscapes has only 
been touched on in this dissertation. Due to the spatial referencing of data contained in a 
GIS it is possible to perform many types of useful landscape and ecological analysis (at a 
broad scale) and site modelling (2D and 3D) that will prove useful to this area of 
Landscape Architecture. 
 
The ability of GIS to perform network analysis on subdivision plans to create more 
pedestrian friendly alternatives has been studied by various commentators. Creating 
pedestrian connectivity within neighbourhoods and between neighbourhoods was seen to 
lower the dependence on transportation by car, which contributes to improved social 
interaction, lower air pollution and facilitates a consideration of pedestrian use in 
neighbourhood design rather than designing for the car. 
 
City planning which considers the development of Greenways and Blueways, City-wide 
cycle routes, and the protection of ecologically significant areas are all areas of research in 
which GIS could be applied and would contribute to a more sustainable City environment. 
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Appendix 1.Flow Chart -Test case 1 
Vacant land June 
2001 
I CLIP 
Public _transpt 
I 
Public transport zone is 
used to clip out sites 
within selected buffer 
boundary 
Eliminates all sites 
I Overlay 1 I l Buffer -IJowerline I within 1500 mtr 
'-------,-------' 
ERASE I proximity to high 
Incorporates the air 
quality field into 
overlay2 
Overlay2 
Enables the inclusion of 
the classification of soil 
suitability for residential 
develooment. 
voltage power lines 
Air_quality 
INTERSECT I 
I Overlay3 
I 
Soil urban 
INTERSECT 
Includes depth to an 
impermeable layer that 
could impede 
stormwater infiltration 
Infiltration depth Overlay4 
to be included in the 
analysis. 
Isolates all non-Porthills sites to 
add in aspect field and populate 
values with North class value. 
(Continued 
next page) 
l INTERSECT 
l OverlayS 
I New1 
I 
-Select all non-Porthills sites 
- Convert to shapefile 
- Add new field 
I 
- Asp_suit_val 
- Populate with value 50 
(i.e. all sites assumed to 
have full exposure to north 
aspect) 
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I 
Aspect 
I 
Porthills 
1~ ____ ~W~T~ErR~S~E~CT~ __ ~ 
I Overlay6 
Combines the Porthills sites back 
with the Canterbury plains sites 
to form the resultant layer ready 
for area analysis. 
This layer contains the final sites 
that meet the site area criteria 
and are considered the final 
result of thIS sIte sUItability 
analysis. 
I 
MERG 
New2 
Final 
Allows the inclusion of overlap 
of aspect on the Porthills sites. 
I New1 
I 
- Query hectares >= 5 
- Convert to shapefile 
- Rename 
- Add new field 
- Rank 
-Populate with addition of 
all other suit_ vals to give 
cumulative ranking values 
of sites. 
Comment: There are many polygons in the range 1-4 hectares that are adjacent to each 
other, and if combined would meet the site area criteria range 5 - 20 hectares. Therefore it 
would also be useful to conduct an analysis that included such adjacency to allow the group 
the option of purchasing multiple sites with the idea of later combining them into one larger 
area. 
However for the scope of this analysis only site areas >= 5 hectares will be isolated and 
deemed to meet the site area criteria. 
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Appendix 2.Flow Chart - Test case 2 
Soil urban Ecological areas 
I CLIP I 
Removes ecological areas 
from further analysis so as 
to protect these areas. 
I Overlay 1 I I Infiltration depth 
~-----r------~ 
Incorporates areas that are 
most suitable for 
stormwater infiltration. 
INTERSECT I 
Adds in air quality 
zone values 
Overlay2 
Removes all areas within the 
1500 metre buffer distance 
from overhead high voltage 
power lines. 
INTERSECT 
I Overlay3 
Air quality 
I 
I 
Powerline buffer I 
ERASE I 
Isolates only those areas 
that are within the public 
transport buffer area, i.e. 
400 mtrs from bus stops 
and 3000 mtrs from train 
Public transport Overlay4 
stations. 
(Continued 
next page) 
buffer 
I INTERSECT 
Sites >= 5 
hectares 
I INTERSECT 
Overlay 6 
Overlay 5 
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This layer contains the final 
sites that meet the site area 
criteria and are considered the 
final result of this site 
suitability analysis. 
Overlay 6 
Final 
- Query hectares >= 5 
- Convert to shapefile 
- Rename 
- Add new field 
- Rank 
-Populate with addition of 
all other suit_ vals to give 
cumulative ranking values 
of sites. 
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Appendix 16. Village Homes, Davis, California, USA 
Background information 
The concept for Village Homes originated with Mike and Judy Corbett in1973 as a means 
to offer homeowners and apartment residents a greater sense of community and a more 
ecologically sound lifestyle than offered by traditional housing development. Village 
Homes is a 240 unit mixed use residential subdivision (population 1000) located in the 
township of Davis, USA (population 60,875). Completion of the project took 
approximately six years (completed 1981) with an overall budget of US $ 2763241.00. 
Initially seen as rather radical and unorthodox, the project met with a lot of scepticism by 
city officials. Village Homes now serves as a national model for environmentally 
sustainable development, energy conserving planning, architecture and engineering and 
community planning. (Buildings and Land, 2002) 
Profile 
• gross land area; 60 acres (27.54 ha), previous land use - tomato growing. 
• gross building area 32 acres (12.96 ha) -220 single family homes (up to 278 mtr2), 
20 apartments (92 mtr2 each),cooperative house accommodating12 people in 9 
bdrms. 
• green belts and open space 12 acres (4.86 ha) 
• common agricultural land 12 acres (4.86 ha) 
• commercial office space 4000 fF (370 m2) 
• Roading (Ave width 7 mtr), paths, parking, 
contributes to the remaining area. 
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Fig 16.1. Village Homes site plan and aerial photo (Both images north orientated) 
(Standards New Zealand, 2001) 
Summary of characteristics 
Solar exposure maximised 
The neighbourhood was designed to reduce energy use, particularly for space heating of 
houses. Street orientation is east-west to ensure that each rectangular lot is south facing to 
maximise solar gain for each house (See Fig 16.1). Street set backs on the north side of 15 
feet (4.5 mtr) for building footprints protect solar access for the passive solar homes. 
Houses have 60 % or more of glazing on the south side with calculated overhangs and 
appropriate planting i.e. deciduous creepers or vines on pergolas. Solar hot water systems 
reduce electricity costs for homeowners. 
lOS 
On-site stormwater system 
Natural drainage patterns are respected and augmented with run-off directed into 
landscaped swales, which run through the common areas behind the houses. Other larger 
channels with detention devices i.e. keyed weirs, slow water run-off to prevent surges 
down stream and to allow for ground water recharge. 
mi' 
Fig 16.2. Lots are graded away from the street so that rainwater run-off from roofs and 
lawns, and finds its way into the shallow swales. (Village Homes, April, 2001) 
Nearly 90 % of run-off is held on-site. Surplus storm-water in the event of heavy rain is 
directed into the city storm-water system. The structure of the drainage network forms a 
major component and focus of the open space of the subdivision. 
Fig 16.3. Typical grassed swale, adding character to the green belt open space. (Village 
Homes, April, 2001) 
Cluster development and Common areas 
A dominant factor in the design of Village Homes was to encourage the development of a 
strong sense of community. Rather than create fenced boundaries between neighbours, 
fencing is limited and houses are clustered in groups of eight, all open to a shared green 
space. Open space accounts for 25% of the land in the development, See Fig 16.4. 
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1/3 acre parcels are owned and 
used in common by each group 
of eight families for community 
gardens and play areas. Cluster 
members contribute to 
maintenance of the space, 
facilitating place identity. 
Fig 16.4 Cluster group showing shared green space (Standards New Zealand, 2001) 
Pedestrian pathways link houses to various other common areas that provide further 
opportunities for relationship building between residents. For example, common vegetable 
gardens, orchards, a vineyard, two village greens, playgrounds, a pool complex and a 
community hall. The provision of small, street side yards for each house preserves the 
necessity for private space. 
Extensive neighbourhood planting 
The development incorporates extensive planting throughout the green belt areas and also 
near buildings. Trees are carefully chosen for maximum shade in summer with fast leaf 
drop in the autumn and minimum branching to reduce shading in the winter. Winter 
exposure is also protected by placing trees predominantly on the east and west side of 
houses where their shade is most helpful for cooling. The narrow streets and parking bays 
are shaded by drought tolerant trees creating cooler streets (up to 10 degrees cooler) on hot 
summer days. 
The extensive greenbelt network and open spaces create ecological corridors and patches, 
providing diversity of habitat and linkage for wildlife. Water bodies also provide habitat 
for visiting and resident bird life. 
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Pedestrian friendly 
Village Homes has a pedestrian focus. Streets are narrow (7 metres) to slow down traffic 
and are all cul-de-sacs, hence no thoroughfare. Cars are parked off-street in street side 
carports and visitor parking is catered for with the inclusion of parking bays. Bike 
pathways form a grid across the subdivision, making biking or walking the most direct and 
quickest way to travel. 
The internal bikeway network 
links into the external bikeways in 
the surrounding neighbourhood. 
The site is located within a ten-
minute walk to the nearest 
supermarket and within walking 
distance to the largest employer of 
the area, the University of 
Fig 16.5 Typical pathway (Village Homes, April, 2001) California. 
Productive landscape 
Research indicates 80 % of a family's needs for fresh fruit and vegetables can be provided 
for on-site. Approximately seven acres is allocated for vegetable growing and a further 12 
acres for numerous orchards and a vineyard. A 300 tree Almond orchard provides a return 
of US $3000 per annum while providing screening for houses on the periphery of the 
development from a main road. Common land accounts for approximately 20 % of the 
land. 
Resident management 
At the out-set of the project and as it evolved over time, residents were involved in 
decision making and planning. This involvement facilitated resident responsibility for what 
happened in their neighbourhood instead of a property manager or developer directing 
decisions. The homeowners association at Village Homes owns the household commons, 
greenbelt commons, agricultural lands (orchards and vineyard) and the community centre. 
The association makes management and financial decisions on issues such as maintenance 
of open space and recreation facilities, harvesting and distribution of produce, and 
allocation of revenue from the office space and rental apartments. 
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Appendix 17. Christie Walk, Adelaide, Australia 
Background information 
The Christie Walk project was initiated by Urban Ecology Australia and is due for 
completion this year (2002). The development is an example of a community-based 
development and was intended to demonstrate sustainable building design and practises to 
showcase what an urban development could look like in the future. The site landscape 
design is fundamental to the design, balancing privacy with shared community space and 
the creation of an internal pedestrian street based on the theme of a walled garden. Prior to 
development the site was classified as an urban Brownfield site previously used 
predominantly for commercial and some residential use (Design for lifestyle and the 
future, 2002). 
Fig 17.1 Christie Walk site plan (Design for lifestyle and the future, 2002). 
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Profile 
• Total land area approximately 1500 square metres 
• Includes 14 dwellings, including linked 3 storey townhouses, apartments and two 
straw bale cottages, a community house, and office accommodation 
• No internal traffic 
• Community gardens 
• Clients include first time home buyers, investment purchasers, experienced home 
owners seeking the advantages of an urban lifestyle and older people wanting to 
retire in the context of an active, mixed community. 
• House prices range from AUS $ 150,000 to over $400,000. 
Summary of characteristics 
Proximity to public amenities 
The site was developed to take advantage of its inner city location in walking distance of 
Adelaide's central market and a full range of public transport services. Fewer cars were 
needed so Council planners supported a lower than usual car park provision, freeing up 
valuable space for community space. 
Solar orientation 
The project aimed to maximise solar exposure to buildings within the constraints of the 
surrounding buildings, which are hard on or close to most of the boundaries. The 
constraints of the site made it impossible to provide all the buildings with ideal passive 
solar orientation. Solar control for the cottages and apartments is limited to morning and 
afternoon sun, while the other dwellings possess full north-south solar orientation. Solar 
access angles determined building heights and form within the site. 
On-site stormwater system 
All water shed by the roofs, balconies and other impervious surfaces is collected for use on 
site in two 20 000 litre underground tanks situated beneath the carparks. After filtering, the 
water is used for irrigation and toilet flushing, thus reducing total water importation to the 
site. Although not operating at present, grey and black water processing is planned with 
compo sting solids taken to rural sites as fertiliser with filtered effluent being returned to 
the second-class water supply through the on-site stormwater system. 
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Common space 
The project was designed for a group of clients represented by a development cooperative, 
Wirraendi Inc, created by the non-profit educational association Urban Ecology Australia 
Inc. The land is owned by the development cooperative during construction and individual 
properties are then sold on a community title. Each purchaser owns their own dwelling but 
also shares ownership and responsibility for the landscaped areas and community 
buildings. These areas consist of a community garden, a community house with kitchen, a 
small general-purpose hall and a laundry. 
Fig 17.2 Christie walk 3D sketch showing surrounding urban context and site green 
space (Design for lifestyle and the future, 2002). 
Extensive planting 
Vegetation and outdoor spaces were designed to be integral with the house designs as part 
of the passive design approach. Native and indigenous species and plants with low water 
requirements were used to reduce maintenance requirements. Some exotics were used 
where appropriate to suit passive design considerations, i.e. the largest tree will be a 
deciduous Jacaranda. The on-site water recycling system supports food productive plants, 
contained in the community garden and exotic plants that need more regular watering. 
, , , 
Alternative energy 
Photovoltaic panels set up on pergolas over the apartments roof garden generate electricity, 
providing a supplementary supply to the mains grid supply. However, expectations are that 
the site will export energy for much of the year because the dwellings require little energy 
for space and water heating, cooling or lighting. Solar water heaters located on the town 
houses provide hot water for residents. 
Energy efficient buildings and passive temperature control 
The overall strategy was to use high internal mass 
within highly insulated envelopes with multiple user-
controlled ventilation options and thermal flues. 
Vegetation and outdoor spaces were included as an 
integral part of the passive house design approach. 
Each house acts as a 'thermal flue' allowing release of 
warm air whilst drawing in filtered, cooled air from 
the vegetated, landscaped surroundings (see Fig 4.8). 
The apartments rely on good cross ventilation and 
high thermal mass for cooling with the roof garden 
adding a thermal buffer to the upper apartments. 
Fig 17.3 Passive air temperature control (Design for lifestyle and the future, 2002). 
Resident participation 
A core initiative of the project was the creation of a community on site. Resident 
participation in the design and building of the project facilitated place attachment and 
ownership of the development. The first structure, a two-story straw bale cottage, was built 
by volunteer labour and served as a training module as a means of transferring valuable 
skills to the community. Residents as a whole share responsibility for the management of 
the site necessitating some form of diplomatic communication process. 
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Appendix 18. EarthSong. Waitakere City, New Zealand 
Background Information 
Earthsong Eco-neighbourhood consists of a group of like-minded people who disillusioned 
with traditional subdivision development options committed themselves to design and 
build a Co Housing community incorporating the principles of Permaculture and Eco 
design. The 1.67 ha site at Swanson Road in Ranui, Waitakere City, was purchased in 
April 1999. There was extensive group input in the design phase of the development, 
spending 8 weeks compiling a design brief so as to reflect residents actual needs prior to 
handing over to an Architect. Other experts such as engineers, wastewater consultants, a 
landscape contractor, solar water heating consultant, and rammed earth building 
contractors made up the professional body of the project. Each house/unit and associated 
private yard is freehold through unit title subdivision. The common areas are co-owned and 
managed by residents as part of the land purchase agreement. (Earthsong Eco-
neighbourhood, 2002) 
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Fig 18.1 Site plan of the Earthsong Eco-neighbourhood, Waitakere City, New Zealand 
(Earthsong Eco-neighbourhood, 2002) 
Profile 
• A 32 unit cohousing development comprising 1-2 bedroom apartments, 2, 3 and 4 
bedroom terrace houses and a common house. 
• Gross land area, 1.67 hectares, but to date 1.3 hectares (12760 m2) in development 
stage. 
• Previous land use as an organic orchard. 
• Gross building area, comprising common house and combined footprint of 
dwellings 2220 m2 (0.222 ha), 17% ofland area developed to date. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Total common open spa~e is 8460 m2 (0.846m2). 50 % of total site land area. 
Private outdoor space, i.e. backyard for each dwelling is 2591m2 or 20% of 
developed land area. 
Total car park space is 1550m2 (0.155ha), or 12% of developed land area. 
Total hard surface comprises 4556m2,or 36% of developed land area. 
Summary of characteristics 
Proximity to public amenities 
The development is situated within a five-minute walk to the local train station, local 
shops, a library, school, playcentre and a public park, see Fig 18. There are plans to 
develop the roadside frontage of the development into home offices and a Cafe, providing 
employment close by for some residents. 
Fig 18.2 Proximity ofthe development to public amenities within a SOO-metre radius 
(Earthsong Eco-neighbourhood, 2002) 
On-Site Stormwater system 
The natural drainage pattern has been preserved in the development and utilised for 
stormwater management by allowing gravity to feed water run-off from roads, buildings 
and pathways into a network of swales. The swales begin at the front boundary and follow 
as closely as possible the natural contour of the land, which falls five metres south-north or 
front-back. The main swale incorporates two marsh gardens, which are designed to hold 
back excess stormwater and slowy deliver it to the swale system over a 24 hr period. The 
swale system eventually drains into a pond at the northern end at the lowest point on the 
property, providing additional detention. 
There are also six 7000-gallon water tanks on-site, positioned strategically amongst the 
buildings to collect storm water from roofs for use within houses and gardens. 
Solar exposure maximised 
All buildings are north oriented and designed for energy efficiency and natural climate 
control using passive solar design. The buildings are rectilinear in shape with the long axis 
perpendicular to north allowing maximum solar energy gain into the building envelope. 
Pedestrian friendly 
The development was designed to minimise the impact of cars and promote a pedestrian 
dominated neighbourhood. A major pathway serves as the main access to houses, doubling 
as the access for emergency vehicles and furniture trucks. The circulation pattern is 
designed to encourage casual interaction, with pathways leading from the car park areas 
past the common house and than on towards smaller gathering nodes before feeding into 
separate dwellings. 
Cluster development 
Houses and apartments are clustered together into groups of 4-7 minimising the combined 
footprint of buildings and individual lots by sharing a 350 mm soundproof wall between 
units. This enables as much of the land to be left in its natural state, such as areas of native 
vegetation, natural contours, the back meadow and an orchard area to be enjoyed by all 
residents. The cluster arrangement also encourages a feeling of belonging by facilitating 
neighboudy contact in the cluster group area. 
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Common space 
There is an approximate 60%: 40% ratio between common space and private space within 
the development. A major focus in the design process was to create a safe and secure 
neighbourhood with ample and varied open space for all to enjoy. A linked network of 
green spaces with varying degrees of publicly provides for this. Each house or apartment, 
while having a small private yard (4-8 metres long and the width of the building), shares a 
cluster group area, which is less public than the central common green and other open 
areas. The focus of the common space is the central common green, which spills out form 
the common house. The intent of this central green is to function much like the old-
fashioned village common, serving a multitude of uses for all to enjoy. 
Habitat preservation 
The clustering of buildings and the allocation of carpark areas to the periphery of the site 
allows for the preservation of an existing native vegetation patch at the north end of the 
site. The drainage system with its network of swales, marsh ponds and detention pond, 
provides the opportunity to enhance habitat on-site by extensive riparian planting along 
side the waterways. These riparian plantings provide additional habitat and conidors for 
wildlife to migrate onto the larger native vegetation patch. 
Fig 18.3 Riparian planting on the edge of the main detention pond creates habitat for 
insects and animals, while creating interesting recreational space for residents 
(Angell,2002) 
Productive landscape 
The development aims to provide productive and edible landscaping as part of the common 
open space. The previous land use was an organic orchard and some of the orchard trees 
have been retained to provide some provision of fruit for residents. Garden plots provide 
the opportunity for providing on-site production of vegetables and organic gardening based 
on the principles of Permaculture. 
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Alternative energy 
The buildings are feed mains electricity from the national grid for domestic purposes. 
However, solar hot water systems are used as on-site providers for heating up to 75% of 
each dwelling's hot water requirements. This translates in to considerable savings in 
electricity expenditure. The house walls are constructed from 350mm of rammed earth 
providing considerable insulation and thermal mass. Combined with the passive solar 
design that maximises energy input from the sun, the houses require minimal additional 
energy input for heating and cooling of the interior spaces. 
A diversity of people 
Within the neighbourhood there is a diversity of people ranging in ages (0-85 with group 
members in every 5 year age bracket), family size and financial means. Part of the overall 
plan was to provide the opportunity for rental accommodation and at present there are 
rooms for rent within existing dwellings. There are some dwellings suited for those of 
limited mobility, with wheelchair access and situated close to the car park areas and the 
common house. The common house provides for a diversity of uses providing additional 
resources for childcare, teenagers, parents and single people. 
Resident management 
From the outset there has been extensive group input in the project. The Earthsong group 
act as the developers ensuring that resident needs are more fully meet. There are 
fortnightly meetings and a well-organised management process, a set of communication 
agreements and a clear meeting procedure. The employment of a coloured card system for 
group meetings aims to facilitate equal opportunity for voicing opinion and reaching 
consensus. There is recognition that group sustainability in terms of maintaining the ability 
to communicate effectively and self manage the project is fundamental for the ultimate 
survival of the project. 
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Appendix 19. Tapu Te Ranga Marae, Island Bay. Wellington, New 
Zealand 
Background Information 
In 1974 Bruce Stewart, who is ofTe Arawa, Tainui and Pakeha descent, purchased a small 
property in Island Bay, Wellington, from the neighbouring Sisters of Compassion. 
Appreciating the difficulties that Maori face in an urban Pakeha environment, Bruce 
encouraged Maori and other disillusioned young people to join him in building Tapu Te 
Ranga Marae (Standards New Zealand, 2001) 
Rhine St 
CJ 
Fig 19.1 Tapu Te Ranga Marae concept plan (Standards New Zealand, 2001, Hargreaves, 
2002) 
A trust was established setting out main goals and purposes of the proposed development. 
In 1989 the trust bought 19 ha of adjoining land from the Sisters of Compassion expanding 
the total site area to approximately 23 ha. In 2000 the $100 000 Mortgage was written off 
by the Sisters, enabling a larger vision to establish a community which lives in an 
environmentally way, encompassing the philosophy of caring both for the environment and 
the people. More specifically the trust has established the following visions for the 
community development: 
a. Sustain the Marae as a place, which meets the needs of the Whanau (extended 
family). 
b. Further Maori aspirations for their well-being 
c. Contribute towards the expression for Maoritanga 
d. Develop Maori art 
e. Facilitate understanding between Maori and Pakeha 
f. Offer opportunities for people to acquire work-based life skills 
g. Restore an area of coastal rainforest as part of Wellington's native bird corridors 
h. Protect indigenous local biodiversity for cultural and biological reasons 
1. Offer environmental education as an integral aspect of the community life. 
(Hargreaves, 2002) 
The Trust's land is situated on the eastern side of a residential area. To the south and 
west are open spaces, and to the north, the home of Compassion complex, a religious 
establishment, which includes residential complexes and gardens. The site straddles a 
valley, which has been considerably in-filled with houses. 
The project is still very much in the concept phase with many buildings still to be 
constructed. However existing development at the Marae include, various Whare's, 
meeting rooms and accommodation facilities. 
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Profile 
• T otalland area 23 hectares 
• 50 houses planned as part of a 'Maori Village' concept plan 
• New buildings to cover 3% of existing land (6900 m2) 
• Land zoned as open space and conservation 
• The trust intends all land to be registered and held as Maori reserve (however this 
may cause issues for obtaining finance for the proposed development) 
• Approximate intended resident population 100-150 (estimatedfrom house 
numbers) 
• Strong opposition towards inclusion of housing from surrounding community 
Summary of characteristics 
Mixed use 
Traditionally the Marae is a place, which meets the needs of its people, from birth to death. 
The concept plan is for a mixed-use development, which seeks to provide a vast array of 
opportunities and infrastructure for residents and visitors on-site in addition to the 
resources available in the surrounding residential area. The planned development includes, 
papakaianga (village) housing, kohanga reo (early childhood education facility), gardens 
and recreation areas, workshops, a studio for artists, a health clinic, training facilities, a 
plant nursery, conference facilities, a urupa (cemetery) and car parking. The concept plan 
also includes a special garden for plants of particular interest to Maori for medicinal, craft 
and culinary needs. 
Cluster development 
Three clusters of houses are planned, around 50 in total. Situated on the south and eastern 
side of the site. The buildings will be sited based on passive solar design principles, 
receiving sunlight for most of the day. The Marae Whare, which takes centre stage in the 
development, will be an important facility for the community's daily activities, serving as a 
common house, important cultural house and the place for general day-to-day group 
activities. 
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Pedestrian friendly 
Each dwelling will have space to park a vehicle in car park areas at the periphery of the 
site. The overall characteristic of the development is to create a community, which is 
pedestrian and wheelchair friendly. Circulation of vehicle traffic through the development 
will be strictly controlled, while pedestrian access to community facilities, such as the 
Marae will be made easy through direct pedestrian pathways. 
Native revegetaion and habitat preservation 
In 1990 a revegetation group made up of volunteers and group members began planting on 
the western hillsides, which has resulted in a healthy colony of native plants establishing 
over the gorse and broom covered slopes. The Trust aims to protect about 6 hectares with a 
predator proof fence and so provide an area of sanctuary for endangered native birds. 
Use of recycled materials 
Out of necessity the Marae was built from discarded car packing cases and reused or 
recycled materials. The practise and philosophy of reducing, reusing or recycling resources 
has become a hallmark of Tapu Te Ranga and will be incorporated into the design of the 
houses. 
Extensive common space 
Each cluster will have its own private space and gardens with access to a shared open 
space. The nature of the Marae means that the main Whare will be extensively used in 
cOrDuction with associated surrounding open space. The remainder of common space is 
roading or extensively planted with native vegetation. 
Close proximity to community amenities 
The Marae is situated within close proximity to several schools, bus stops which link to a 
regular public transport network enabling a 15-20 minute ride into Wellington City. There 
are also nearby shops, a golf course, adjacent open space reserve, zoological gardens and 
the nearby beaches on the adjacent coastline. 
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Fig 19.2 Tapu Te Ranga Marae surrounding landscape context. (author created, 2002) 
Appendix 20. Egebjeerggard, Ballerup, Denmark 
Background context 
Environmental debate at Government and municipal levels in Denmark in the late 1970' s 
and early 1980's involved a critique and appraisal of urban development. This lead to a 
proposition by government in the early 1980's to attempt new directions in planning and 
community design. This enquiry by Government and City officials lead to the proposal for 
the 'new and different neighbourhood' of Egebjeerggard in the suburb of Ballerup, 
Copenhagen. (Van Vliet, D,1999) 
Ballerup is located in one of the urban fingers of the Copenhagen regional 'Finger plan' 
(an agricultural and open space program) initiated in 1947 see Fig 5.1. Although the 
'Finger plan' became compromised in places by development over the decades, it 
generally established an overall green structure for greater Copenhagen. 
Fig. 20.1 Finger plan showing zoning for urban growth along urban fingers 
preserving green space in-between fingers. The proximity of Egebjeerggard in 
relation to Ballerup and the green wedge (Van Vliet, D, 1999). 
Egebjerggard was planned to be an integrated community; intended to combine many 
urban functions. The neighbourhood is integrated with a view to social conditions and 
housing types, business and services. The traffic system integrates various types of 
movement. Visual art is integrated into the different housing groups and urban spaces. 
Construction of the dwellings stared in June 1988 and by the summer of 1997 all building 
was completed (Van Vliet, D, 1999). 
Fig 20.2. Aerial photo of Egebjeerggard, 1995 with Phase IV under construction 
(Van Vliet, D, 1999) 
Profile 
• 38.8 ha site-formerly agricultural land from which the name Egebjeerggard is 
derived,meaning 'Oak Hill farm'. Later the site was the location of a small brick 
works. 
• Municipality owned with building lots sold to a mix of private landlords, housing 
societies, municipality and individual owners. 
• 782 units in the four phases of development along with shops and institutions. 
• Social housing 56%, Cooperative housing 15.5%, Private 14%, Student/Elderly 
flats 6%, remainder made up of cohousing, learning disabilities, craft studios and 
light industry. 
• Population approximately 2000 people. 
• Common public open space area is 11.8 ha (30% of total land area). 
• Density approximately 28.5 units/ ha, (51 persons/ha) 
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Summary of characteristics 
• Regional context into which the neighbourhood fits 
In its countryside and regional open space planning, Ballerup has put in place strong 
preconditions for establishing sustainable planning considerations, which act as a 
framework for further development. For example the 1997 Municipal Landscape Plan 
represents an integrated approach at full municipality scale with consideration for regional 
landscape functions and planning. The planning approach goes well beyond the nature 
conservation, agricultural reserve, and growth boundary model with the introduction of a 
landscape ecology approach that considers the characteristics of: 
• Structure regarding the spatial relationships among ecosystem elements and species in 
relation to size, shape, numbers, kinds and configurations of ecosystem units. 
• Function regarding the interaction among spatial elements (flows of energy, materials 
and species vertically and horizontally) 
• Change regarding the disturbance or alteration of the structural distribution and flow 
relationships 
The plan will allow the municipality to over time further enhance key corridors, increase 
connectivity, shape and increase size of patches for habitat, expand wetlands etc. in co-
management with the municipal farm, recreational functions and urban development. 
• Soil management 
The southern edge of the neighbourhood borders on one of the green wedges of the 1947 
Finger Plan. Over the years the municipality has also purchased land in the district in order 
to provide open areas for its citizens. Approximately 40% (1250 ha) of the total municipal 
land is located in rural zones and is used for agriculture, natural and recreational areas and 
rural purposes. (This area includes garden allotments.) Parks and green spaces in the urban 
zone total about 300 ha. (6.6 ha / 1000 inhabitants) This land is being managed and farmed 
organically by the Grantoftegard Municipal Farm to maintain the openness that the wedge 
has today. The municipality allows only ecological management methods ensuring 
preservation and protection of soil quality and integrity. There are strict bylaws and 
municipal and state regulations for discharge, spills and storage controls 
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• Water resource protection and conservation 
The Municipal landscape plan includes the mapping of sub-surface aquifers, watershed 
protection zones and Regional water conservation guidelines. The guidelines include a 
supply and demand analysis for development over aquifers to prevent over extraction of 
the water resource and contamination. 
Within Egebjerggard there is separate domestic water supply system and storm water 
drainage system. Rainwater is directed from surfaces to watercourses and ponds, while the 
wastewater from household and industry is conveyed to two tertiary treatments plants, 
contributing approximately 20% of the municipal load. This system avoids the discharge of 
untreated wastewater, which can negatively affect flora and fauna in the water cycle and 
minimizes the overall amount of water to be treated. The goals of this approach are: 
- storage, resulting in a more even supply of rainwater 
- purification of water 
- increasing amount of groundwater created 
- more varied flora and fauna in the urban environment 
- improved recreational opportunities. 
Most dwelling units in Egebjerggard have water saving fixtures and many have extra 
efficient toilets. Residents of several of the public housing schemes had expressed the 
desire for the building system to collect rainwater for flushing toilets but this was not 
realized for technical and financial reasons. 
• Protecting of air quality 
Air quality is monitored at sites in Ballerup and other regional areas with air quality targets 
established. To improve Regional air quality there has been Regional conversion to natural 
gas or district heating which has considerably reduced the use of sulphur containing fuel 
oil. 
A program was in place years ago to eliminate use of CFC's, HFCs and ozone depleting 
substances. There is stringent control on paints, chemicals and fuel handling in commercial 
operations and by the public. 
High taxes on automobiles, along with high fuel and operating costs has had some effect 
on reducing automobile use. Municipality has vehicle inspection program and equipment 
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upgrading for fleet. Alternative fuels are being employed on pilot basis, there are electric 
municipal vehicles used in the neighbourhood 
• On site stormwater 
Buildings and roads located on higher elevations to minimize the disruption of local 
drainage patterns. Parking lots and roads surfaces are limited in size resulting in a very low 
ratio of hard surfacing to permeable (less than 12%). Stormwater from streets and parking 
lots drain through sand filter systems then on to a large retention pond, where sediment and 
particles settle out. Water is pumped to an overflow cascade from the large pond into the 
Hll11S0 pond where an aeration fountain and reed marsh further cleans the water. 
Reduction of rainwater run-off from site is via permeable surfacing such as filter strips, 
swales, soak ways, detention ponds, holding basins and overflow dams. These features aim 
to facilitate surface water infiltration leading to ground water recharge (Fig 4.16 a-f) 
(a) Permeable paving (b) Detention ponds (c) Checking water quality 
There is high visibility of water and public access in the urban 
area. The Size, depth, shape and shoreline of urban water bodies 
is designed to enhance water circulation and store stormwater 
while creating points of identity within the development. 
(d) Main detention pond (e) Swales have high visibility (f) Stormwater celebrated 
Fig 20.3 Stormwater features (a)-(t) (Van Vliet, D, 1999). 
• Network of pedestrian/ cycle pathways 
There is an excellent cycle path (walking, bike and moped) network linking the local 
neighbourhood with community, town and region, satisfYing routine functional needs of 
the area. The paths are wider than traditional footpaths to cater for pedestrian and cycle use 
with low gradients, surface texture, well drained and well maintained year round. There is 
cycle lockup, convenient storage, cycle parking at home, school, work, shops, public 
places and Ballerup train station. 
Paths extend from the main street connecting the adjacent single family housing areas and 
open spaces. The regional paths are grade separated where they cross (under) the collector 
streets of Egebjergvej (at the bus stop) and to the east on Nordbuen. The pathway / cycling 
network gives direct access to pedestrian and cycling destinations- institutions, shops, 
workplaces, common areas. 
Fig 20.4 Cycle network providing commuter routes and access to public amenties 
(Van Vliet, D, 1999) 
Close proximity to public transport nodes 
For a suburban location there is good choice in transport mode. Egebjerggard is located on 
two regional bus routes linking to the rail station providing connection throughout region. 
The land use supports public transportation. Facilities are clustered around public transport 
nodes. There are intra regional connections by bus and dedicated cycle lanes. Transit is 
accessible with a walking distance to services / transit stops (max. 400 m) 5-10 min. The 
regional rail station is 2km. Transit bus and trains are baby carriage and wheelchair 
accessible/low floor vehicles and doors. Cycles can be easily taken on the train. Such 
access in tum improves the basis for collective transportion. 
Fig 20.5 Walking distances to bus 
stops. Most homes are within a 5-minute 
walk from the main street with distances 
200 m. and 400 m. radii, from main 
street shops. Bus stops are indicated in 
red at three locations. (VanVliet, D, 
1999) 
A transit bus connects with the Ballerup Centrum and the adj acent regional transit link and 
main rail station (2.5 km, less than a 10 min. trip). (There are three bus routes, the main 
one at Egebjergvej, one at Skovvej and one at Nordbuen.) Destination in other direction is 
the K0benhavn town hall square (less than 30 min.). Handicapped 'dial a van' makes front 
door pickup. (A local shuttle bus may be used in the future.) 
• Mixed use with close proximity to community resources - employment centres, 
schools, creche, and shopping centres. 
The overall objective of the design of Egebjerggard was to create a community 
environment where pedestrian activity is promoted with greater opportunities for social 
integration and local management. This has been achieved with the following community 
resources: 
The neighbourhood is in proximity to three employment centres: the Ballerup centre (2.5 
km), Lautrupparken and Skovlunde (1 to 3 km) can be conveniently accessed by bus, cycle 
and pedestrian path network as well as by car. 
Egebjerg school and adjacent sports hall (gymnasium etc.) is at the centre ofthe new 
neighbourhood. Although existing prior to the development of the new neighbourhood, the 
school now flourishes with increased enrolment, which has lead to the expansion of the 
school. A number of daycares were planned to serve the new area population. The local 
daycares support easy transition to local schools and reduce the need for children to travel 
with the parent who may be working out of area. The expansion of the neighbourhood has 
lead to the establishment of several day care institutions and centres for the elderly (Fig 
20.6). 
Fig 20.6 Day-care facilities within the neighbourhood development (Van Vliet, D, 1999). 
Egebjerggard was intended to demonstrate that many business activities could be 
integrated within housing areas. Commercial uses would provide the possibility for some 
of the residents to find employment and services in their own neighbourhood, or nearby, to 
reduce the need to commute between home and work. This contributes to higher levels of 
local activity throughout the day. The bulk of business is incorporated along the main 
street, Egebygade, with shops that supply the area with everyday necessities and the 
inclusion of a few service companies. The main street is a local commercial centre mixing 
offices with ground floor retail and services, restaurant and small business. 
In addition to being easily accessible to residents, 
local shops help to add life to the street scene. Shops 
include: supermarket, a green grocer and 
convenience store, a bakery and post office, hair 
dresser, legal office, cafe/pizzerialbar (Fig 20.7) 
Fig 20.7 Diversity of shops, which are easily accessible to the community (Van Vliet, 
D, 1999). 
• Pedestrian friendly 
The development pattern supports pedestrian priority and continuity, with direct, 
convenient and pleasant area pathway and open space network with pedestrian/cycle 
linkages. There is good access to work, shopping, school, and recreation all within a few 
kilometres. 
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The overall design of Egebjerggard 
incorporates the principle of access by 
proximity creating conditions, which enable 
pedestrians and cyclists to reach as many 
destinations as possible that are part of daily 
activities and routines. Narrow streets require 
slow traffic making a safe and high quality 
pedestrian environment (Fig 20.8) 
Fig 20.8 Narrow streets with changes in level at pedestrian crossing. 
• Cluster development with diversity of architecture 
Jobs, housing, shopping, recreation, and childcare are clustered within the neighbourhood. 
Monotonous architecture is avoided by including various building forms, multi-storey, 
dense-low and detached houses on small plots. 
The neighbourhood is comprised of distinct housing groups to strengthen a sense of 
belonging, discourage violence and vandalism, and contribute to 'legibility'. The housing 
schemes often surround or enclose a clearly defined space. For example, a square, a green 
or lane lined with housing, a variety of designs have been used to create large and small 
differences from square to square from street to street. Distinctive features are integrated to 
make it easier orientation for adults or children and make residents feel more at home in 
the area. A narrowing of the street, a gateway, the displacement of buildings or a change in 
level with ramp and staircase emphasizes transition from one group to the next. 
Many types of housing are provided: clusters for elderly within easy walk to services, bus 
and parks; townhouses with private yards for families; apartments that provide affordable 
accessible housing for singles and couples; coops, condos and detached. 
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• Open space common areas and common facilities 
There are extensive open common areas, which are varied and advantageously positioned 
on through-streets, squares or greens. The squares and ponds become a lunch place for 
locals, an afternoon playground for school children, a site for day-care, and an evening or 
weekend focus for the whole community (including surrounding area residents and 
visitors). 
Special attention was paid to the 'urban rooms' and landscape plan in Phase IV of the 
development, to assure a strong relationship to the open space and with special 
considerations for the development and integration of the Egebjerg school area jointly with 
Phase IV connection of open space to the 
outer 'green wedge' enabled areas of 
open space to be brought right 
through into the main street 
enabling visual connections to the 
wider landscape. 
Fig 20.9 Diagram indicating the open space links "green rooms", local squares, visual 
orientation and connection to area from phase IV of the development (Van Vliet,. D 
1999). 
• Art used to strengthen cultural identity and create sense of place 
Art works are installed as landmarks and contribute to a sense of identity and place. The 
theory being that this helps the inhabitants to feel a greater sense of identification with and 
pride in their surroundings. A recurring theme was chosen for the neighbourhood that 
emphasizes their own identity (see Fig 4.23). Organic forms characterize Egebjerggard 
with motifs related to birds. Residents have created some of the art, while most is by local 
and international artists. 
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Fig 20.10 The 'egg' in Entry Square and the entry square from Main Street to 
Skotteparken, the view terminated by the common house. The street art is three 
frying eggs (first a joke, now perhaps in reference to the residents' henhouse). 
• Energy efficient buildings and alternative energy 
Energy conservation was one consideration in determining the density, layout and siting of 
the structures in the local plan. The energy requirements of the Danish Building Code are 
generally high, and include regulations for orientation, day lighting, shadowing and 
minimum hours of sun per day. Demands for good shading of the spaces between buildings 
is balanced with demand for daylight coming into the home, or reaching frontages and 
gardens. Building heights and width of streets are calculated according to shade factors. 
Low-rise housing guidelines provide for 4-5 hours of sun in common areas and living 
rooms (3 hours in others). Sun requirements are several hours before 2 p.m. for kitchens; 5 
hours between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. for outdoor areas. Care is taken that the sun will reach an 
area at least 4 meters deep along the house facade during the day (Fig 4.24) 
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Fig 20.11Buildings are sited and designed for maximum solar gain. (Van Vliet, D 
1999). 
Some of the buildings incorporate solar energy systems for water and space heating while 
others due to their energy efficient design require minimal energy input functioning in a 
near equilibrium state. 
